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I.

README

This white paper unpacks Mozilla’s theory of change for pursuing more trustworthy artificial
intelligence (AI). In this README section, we provide context and key definitions for
understanding the paper.

Definitions
We have chosen to use the term AI because it is a term that resonates with a broad audience, is
used extensively by industry and policymakers, and is currently at the center of critical debate
about the future of technology. However, we acknowledge that the term has come to represent
a broad range of fuzzy, abstract ideas.1 Mozilla’s definition of AI includes everything from
algorithms and automation to complex, responsive machine learning systems and the social
actors involved in maintaining those systems.
Mozilla is working towards what we call trustworthy AI, a term used by the European High
Level Expert Group on AI.2 Mozilla defines trustworthy AI as AI that is demonstrably worthy of
trust, tech that considers accountability, agency, and individual and collective well-being.
Mozilla’s theory of change is a detailed map for arriving at more trustworthy AI. We developed
our theory of change over a one-year period. During this timeframe, Mozilla consulted with
scores of AI domain experts from industry, civil society, academia, and the public sphere. We
conducted a thorough literature review. We also learned by doing, running advocacy
campaigns that scrutinized AI used by Facebook3 and YouTube;4 funding art projects that
illuminated AI’s impact on society;5 and publishing relevant research in our Internet Health
Report.6
Mozilla’s theory of change focuses on AI in c onsumer technology: general purpose internet
products and services aimed at a wide audience.7 This includes products and services from
social media platforms, search engines, and ride sharing apps, to smart home devices and
wearables, to e-commerce, algorithmic lending, and hiring platforms.

Limitations
We acknowledge that AI is used in ways that are harmful outside of the consumer tech space:
surveillance by governments, facial recognition by law enforcement, and automated weapons
by militaries, for instance. Although this is not typically our focus, we care deeply about these
issues and support other organizations that are pushing for greater public accountability and
oversight of this tech. New technologies are often normalized in consumer technologies before
they are adopted in more high-stakes environments, such as governments. In some cases,
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companies work hand in hand with governments, blurring the line between public and private
spaces and requiring us to explore new avenues for advocacy. By focusing our attention on
consumer-facing technologies, we believe we can impact how they are deployed in public
contexts.
Civil society organizations such as EFF, AI Now Institute, the ACLU, and Data & Society are
exploring how AI used by governments or law enforcement can threaten civil liberties.
Journalists and human rights organizations like Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch act as watchdogs to check government abuses of AI, such as the use of autonomous
weapons, military drones, or computational propaganda. Mozilla’s focus on consumer
applications of technology — paired with our technical expertise and history in the tech space
— allows us to engage with a slightly different set of questions. In any future explorations of
the trustworthy AI space, we will continue to describe how we believe Mozilla’s work fits into
these critical conversations.
Another limitation: Many examples are drawn from EU and US contexts, especially in
discussions of what effective regulatory regimes might look like. We invite critique and
examples of positive interventions happening outside of these regions as we continue to build a
global, diverse movement.

About Mozilla
The ‘trustworthy AI’ activities outlined in this document are primarily a part of the movement
activities housed at the Mozilla Foundation — efforts to work with allies around the world to
build momentum for a healthier digital world. These include: thought leadership efforts like the
Internet Health Report and the annual Mozilla Festival, fellowships and awards for
technologists, policymakers, researchers and artists, and advocacy to mobilize public
awareness and demand for more responsible tech products. Mozilla’s roots are as a
collaborative, community driven organization. We are constantly looking for allies and
collaborators to work with on our trustworthy AI efforts.
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II.

Executive Summary

If we want a healthy internet and a healthy digital society, we need to ensure that our
technologies are trustworthy. Since 2019, Mozilla Foundation has focused a significant portion
of its internet health movement-building programs on AI. Building on our existing work, this
white paper provides an analysis of the current AI landscape and offers up potential solutions
for exploration and collaboration.

What’s at stake
AI has immense potential to improve our quality of life. But integrating AI into the platforms and
products we use everyday can equally compromise our security, safety, and privacy. Our
research finds that the way AI is currently developed poses distinct challenges to human
well-being. Unless critical steps are taken to make these systems more trustworthy, AI runs the
risk of deepening existing inequalities. Key challenges include:
●
●
●

●
●

●

●

Monopoly and centralization: Only a handful of tech giants have the resources to build
AI, stifling innovation and competition.
Data privacy and governance: AI is often developed through the invasive collecting,
storing, and sharing of people’s data.
Bias and discrimination: A
 I relies on computational models, data, and frameworks that
reflect existing bias, often resulting in biased or discriminatory outcomes, with outsized
impact on marginalized communities.
Accountability and transparency: M
 any companies don’t provide transparency into
how their AI systems work, impairing mechanisms for accountability.
Industry norms: Because companies build and deploy rapidly, AI systems are
embedded with values and assumptions that are not questioned in the product
development lifecycle.
Exploitation of workers and the environment: V
 ast amounts of computing power and
human labor are used to build AI, and yet these systems remain largely invisible and are
regularly exploited. The tech workers who perform the invisible maintenance of AI are
particularly vulnerable to exploitation and overwork. The climate crisis is being
accelerated by AI, which intensifies energy consumption and speeds up the extraction
of natural resources.
Safety and security: Bad actors may be able to carry out increasingly sophisticated
attacks by exploiting AI systems.

Several guiding principles for AI emerged in this research, including agency, accountability,
privacy, fairness, and safety. Based on this analysis, Mozilla developed a theory of change for
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supporting more trustworthy AI. This theory describes the solutions and changes we believe
should be explored.

Making trustworthy AI a reality
While these challenges are daunting, we can imagine a world where AI is more trustworthy:
AI-driven products and services are designed with human agency and accountability from the
beginning. In order to make this shift, we believe industry, civil society, and governments need
to work together to make four things happen:

1.

A shift in industry norms

Many of the people building AI are seeking new ways to be responsible and accountable when
developing the products and services we use everyday. We need to encourage more builders to
take this approach — and ensure they have the resources and support they need at every stage
in the product research, development, and deployment pipeline. We’ll know we are making
progress when:
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
1.4.

Best practices emerge in key areas of trustworthy AI, driving changes to industry
norms.
The people building AI are trained to think more critically about their work and
they are in high demand in the industry.
Diverse stakeholders are meaningfully involved in designing and building AI.
There is increased investment in trustworthy AI products and services.

There are a number of ways that Mozilla is already working on these issues. We’re supporting
the development of undergraduate curricula on ethics in tech with computer science professors
at 17 universities across the US. We’re actively looking for partners to scale this work in Europe
and Africa, and seeking ways to work with a broader set of AI practitioners in the industry.

2.

New tech and products are built

To move toward trustworthy AI, we will need to see everyday internet products and services
come to market that have features like stronger privacy, meaningful transparency, and better
user controls. In order to get there, we need to build new trustworthy AI tools and technologies
and create new business models and incentives. We’ll know we are making progress when:
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.

New technologies and data governance models are developed to serve as
building blocks for more trustworthy AI.
Transparency is a feature of many AI-powered products and services.
Entrepreneurs and investors support alternative business models.
Artists and journalists help people critique and imagine trustworthy AI.
7
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As a first step towards action in this area, Mozilla will invest significantly in the development of
new approaches to data governance. This includes an initiative to network and fund people
around the world who are building working product and service prototypes using collective
data governance models like data trusts and data co-ops. It also includes our own efforts to
create useful AI building blocks that can be used and improved by anyone, starting with our
own open source text-to-speech efforts such as DeepSpeech8 and Common Voice data
commons.9

3.

Consumer demand rises

People can play a critical role in pressuring companies that make everyday products like search
engines, banking algorithms, social networks, and e-commerce sites to develop their AI
differently. We’ll know we are making progress when:
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.

Trustworthy AI products emerge to serve new markets and demographics.
Consumers are empowered to think more critically about which products and
services they use.
Citizens pressure and hold companies accountable for their AI.
Civil society groups are addressing AI in their work.

Mobilizing consumers is an area where Mozilla believes that it can make a significant difference.
This includes providing people with information they can use everyday to question and assess
tech products, as we have done with our annual *Privacy Not Included Guide.10 It also includes
organizing people who want to push companies to change their products and services, building
on campaigns we’ve run around Facebook, YouTube, Amazon, Venmo, Zoom, and others over
recent years. These awareness and pressure campaigns aim to meet people where they are as
internet users and citizens, giving them even-handed, technically accurate advice. Our hope is
that this kind of input will encourage tech companies to develop products that empower and
respect people, building new levels of trust.

4.

Effective regulations and incentives are created

Consumer demand alone will not shift market incentives significantly enough to produce tech
that fully respects the needs of individuals and society. New laws may need to be created and
existing laws enforced to make the AI ecosystem more trustworthy. To improve the trustworthy
AI landscape, we will need policymakers to adopt a clear, socially and technically grounded
vision for regulating and governing AI. We’ll know we are making progress when:
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.

Governments develop the vision and capacity to effectively regulate AI.
There is wider enforcement of existing laws like the GDPR.
Regulators have access to the data they need to scrutinize AI.
8
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4.4.

Governments develop programs to invest in and procure trustworthy AI.

Mozilla has a long history of working with governments to come up with pragmatic, technically
informed policy approaches on issues ranging from net neutrality to data protection. We also
work with organizations interested in advancing healthy internet policy through fellowships and
collaborative campaigns. We will continue to develop this approach around the issues
described in this paper, such as encouraging major platforms to open up their data and
documentation to researchers and governments studying how large-scale AI is impacting
society. Europe and Africa will be our priority regions for this work.

Working like a movement
Developing a trustworthy AI ecosystem will require a major shift in the norms that underpin our
current computing environment and society. The changes we want to see are ambitious, but
they are possible. We saw it happen 15 years ago as the world shifted from a single desktop
computing platform to the open platform that is the web. There are signs that it is already
starting to happen again. Online privacy has evolved from a niche issue to one routinely in the
news. Landmark data protection legislation has passed in Europe, California, and elsewhere
around the world, and people are increasingly demanding that companies treat them — and
their data — with more care and respect. All of these trends bode well for the kind of shift that
we believe needs to happen.
The best way to make this happen is to work like a movement: collaborating with citizens,
companies, technologists, governments, and organizations around the world. With a focused,
movement-based approach, we can make trustworthy AI a reality.
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III.

Introduction

1. What if AI worked differently?
The prevailing computing environment of any particular era shapes what people think is
possible and, in turn, what technologies we build.
When the personal computer became mainstream in the 1980s, we saw the invention of
spreadsheets and word processors and, with these inventions, the transformation of the
workplace. When the web became widely accessible in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the
browsers and, eventually, cloud-based apps became ubiquitous, leading to huge shifts in how
we entertain ourselves, collaborate with colleagues, and do business.
Today’s computing environment is increasingly shaped by AI and the data that powers it. From
recommendation engines to smart email filters to predictive text, AI-powered systems have
become ubiquitous in our modern society. The norms around how AI is developed transform
what kinds of tools, platforms, and experiences we end up building. As so much of our lives
become digital, we will continue to see these norms shape our everyday lives.
For example, one current norm is that companies develop products and services that collect as
much data about people as possible, and then use sophisticated models to analyze that data
and provide personalized experiences. The results of this norm can sometimes be delightful:
Spotify suggests songs we like, and Gmail’s autocomplete feature finishes our sentences. But
the results can also be harmful: There is evidence that video recommendation engines like
YouTube, which optimize for user engagement, profit by introducing people to increasingly
extreme viewpoints. In addition, targeted advertisements on Facebook have been shown to
manipulate people and exclude vulnerable communities.
Another computing norm is that companies with access to the most data have a competitive
advantage in the AI landscape, incentivizing further data collection. Big tech companies have an
outsized advantage over both smaller competitors and the people who use tech. Smaller
companies find it almost impossible to access enough data to compete on the personalization
or recommendation front, and people are often locked into one platform.
As these two examples illustrate, our current paradigms for building technology limit what we
think is possible. What if we radically adjusted these norms in AI development? What would it
look like if people had greater control over the data collected about them? What kinds of
processes and tools in the AI development pipeline will lead to greater accountability?
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If our current computing environment is not working, then we must invent a new one. If people
feel like they’re not in control of their own data, we can incentivize companies to build
technologies that give people more agency. By changing the rules around how data is collected
and stored, we can invite smaller players to participate. By imagining new processes for how
technology is developed, we can shape the platforms, tools, and products that strengthen
collective well-being.
Changes like these are necessary if we want AI that strengthens – rather than harms – society
and communities.

2. The current AI landscape
Recently, AI has become an area of focus for people, industry, and regulators. The benefits of
such technologies are clear: The application of AI to healthcare, law, education, and everyday
tasks like email could completely transform the efficiency and accuracy of our current
decision-making systems. At the same time, the rapid development of AI by large tech
companies has outpaced regulation, sometimes leading to harmful or exploitative outcomes.

People
As our technologies are becoming more complex, many people feel increasingly powerless
because companies do not provide them with the information they need to make educated
choices, nor do people have a way to know whether a company took steps to prevent
harassment, correct for bias, or assess risk before deploying AI. According to a recent poll by
Consumers International and the Internet Society, “75% of people distrust the way data is
shared” and “63% of people find connected devices ‘creepy.’”11 Meanwhile, recent research by
the Knight Foundation reveals that Americans believe big internet companies “create more
problems than they solve.”12 And an Amnesty International survey shows that a majority of
people on five continents worry about big tech abusing their data.13
Companies widen this knowledge gap by actively presenting their technology as too
complicated for people to understand, through labyrinthine privacy policies and other
mechanisms that obscure what is actually happening. When people do not understand what’s
happening to their data, they may not feel empowered to advocate for clarity or control. In
addition, companies might not be incentivized to address harms that are experienced by a
minority of their users or experienced by communities that do not even use the product. We
need to work towards a more inclusive understanding of what constitutes harm and
exploitation in order to address the impact of AI on people and society.

Industry
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Current incentives in the tech industry have resulted in business models that rely on unfettered
access to data. Within the surveillance economy, data about people’s behavior — from what we
search for, to where we travel, to what we buy — can be collected and exploited with few
restrictions.
At the same time, the industry is dominated by a handful of tech giants who wield immense
market and political power. Companies like Amazon, Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Facebook
possess vast troves of data about how people interact with each other and the internet. Our
data-driven economy rewards these business models, cementing existing tech oligarchies. As
AI becomes more pervasive, we are likely to see tech giants continue to stockpile data and reap
the benefits.
On the other hand, the people who are building AI — from developers and data scientists to
designers and policy analysts — have expressed they want to create more responsible
technology. There is growing evidence that AI engineers and students no longer want to work
for companies like Facebook or Palantir, whose questionable decisions around data exploitation
or military contracts have undermined their public reputation.14 But even if the people building
AI want to do so ethically, they often lack the tools or mandate to do so.
Companies that develop AI have responded to these challenges by creating ethical AI
guidelines. While this is a positive development, these guidelines are frequently non-binding
and ineffective. For example, Google has committed publicly to avoiding bias in its algorithms,
but in the past has used unethical data collection processes in order to diversify its datasets.15
Further, AI ethics initiatives tend to operate within a neoliberal framework that emphasizes
individual actions rather than system-wide change. Some companies have appeared to
embrace ethical AI — as long as it remains the responsibility of individuals and doesn't interfere
with business.

Regulators
Current norms around AI development have outpaced regulations in many countries, resulting
in an environment where technologies and ideas are tested on and deployed to millions of
people without proper oversight or transparency. Many countries still lack effective data
protection and consumer protection laws, regulation that will be necessary to effectively
regulate AI.
There has been small progress: In 2019, 42 countries came together to endorse a global
governance framework on AI.16 Signed by both OECD members and non-members, the accord
represents a first step as governments begin to work through the ethical challenges that arise
from developing AI.17 However, we are far from reaching a global consensus on what an
effective regulatory framework for AI should look like.
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In countries like the US, large tech companies like Google and Microsoft have so far capitalized
on self-regulation. Because regulations in the US tend to be narrow in the way they are drafted
and interpreted, some of the worst cases of consumer data exploitation often skirt direct
regulation.
In regions such as China, Brazil, the UK, and the EU, regulators have taken a more hands-on
approach to establishing AI guidelines. In the EU, privacy regulations like the GDPR have
transformed the way many tech companies approach consumer data. More recently, the
European Commission’s 2020 white paper18 laid a foundation for regulating AI, which includes
legal requirements for ensuring datasets are representative and unbiased; keeping detailed
documentation of how AI was developed; and requiring more government oversight for AI. As
they begin drafting laws in 2020, EU regulators aim to take a risk-based approach to governing
AI, focusing on applications in “high risk” areas like healthcare and immigration.
However, the EU fails to classify AI in many technologies as high risk. The use of AI in these
products and services creates significant collective risks related to bias, misinformation, and
corporate surveillance. The kind of risks posed by these technologies are fundamentally
different, however, and might be better addressed by enforcing existing laws, and through
dedicated and targeted regulatory interventions.
Similar to the EU’s GDPR, Brazil’s General Data Protection Law (LGPD), which came into effect
in August 2020, affords consumers greater rights over the data companies process about
them.19 Similarly, in India a sweeping Personal Data Protection Bill forces internet companies to
seek permission for the use of people’s personal data. However, the bill places few restrictions
on the government’s use of sensitive data as part of the Aadhaar national ID system.20
This landscape of dis-empowered people, industry centralization, and floundering regulators
can appear bleak. But we have faced similar challenges in the past. Two decades ago, the
decentralized web was almost commandeered by the tech giant Microsoft. This threat spurred
people, developers, and regulators to push back and imagine something better – and it worked.

3. Mozilla’s approach to trustworthy AI
Mozilla has a rich history of reimagining computing norms to favor openness and innovation.
We first did this in the early 2000s by championing an openness in an era where the web was
on the brink of being monopolized by a single company, Microsoft, which had gone from being
a minor player in the browser market to near-dominance. The market dominance of Internet
Explorer threatened to lock in users, stamp out competitors, and stifle innovation online.
In the face of Microsoft’s monopolization of the browser market, a loose coalition of open
source activists, software developers, and web enthusiasts came together to build
standards-based browsers and web servers that would eventually wrest power away from the
13
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tech giant. Mozilla was an early and active member of this movement. We focused resources,
coordinated code, and ultimately released Firefox as part of this movement. Around the same
time, the US Department of Justice’s antitrust case against Microsoft demonstrated how
regulators can help keep the technology industry competitive and healthy.
The result was a fundamental shift in the computing environment of the time. A renewed
interest in web standards like HTML and JavaScript made true cross-platform applications the
norm, replacing the dominant paradigm of end user apps that only worked on Windows. This
fostered an open environment that allowed new cross platform products and services —
including Facebook and Gmail — to enter the field. The internet we know now would not exist if
the constrained environment of Windows and Internet Explorer 6 had become the status quo.
Today, we are at a similar inflection point. As in the early 2000s, many of our current problems
are caused by a limited playing field. There are bright spots: A growing number of software
developers, activists, academics, designers, and technologists are asking critical questions
about how current norms around AI and data are centralizing power, stifling innovation, and
eliminating user agency. But these efforts desperately need more fuel.
In this paper, we provide Mozilla’s perspective on how we might do just this. Our work began in
earnest in 2019, when members of the Mozilla community began asking questions like: What
can Mozilla do to shift norms around AI? Who else is tackling this problem? And, how can we
help them? W
 e emerged from the exploration process with big-picture learnings. For instance,
while many of the challenges with AI are individual, large scale AI also presents major collective
risks. We also emerged with granular learnings. For instance, there is progress being made in
creating privacy-preserving ways to handle data for machine learning. In addition, governments
are hungry to figure out how to fairly and effectively regulate AI, but they lack the internal
expertise and independent research needed to do so.
All of these learnings culminated in Mozilla’s theory of change — a rough road map for what
levers we need to pull in order to achieve trustworthy AI at scale and in a lasting way. Some of
these levers exist in the realm of industry: Mozilla can support better education for computer
science students or push for greater algorithmic accountability. Some of these levers exist in
policy: We can steer more like-minded technologists toward government or advocate for
stricter enforcement of privacy laws. Other levers exist in civil society, in the realms of
academia, activism, art, and journalism.
All these levers are interconnected, and over the coming years, Mozilla will focus our effort and
resources on pulling these levers. However, we know that our own contribution to this work
exists within a much larger constellation of actors. Just like we did in the early Firefox era,
Mozilla will function as one part of a broader movement: focusing resources, coordinating work,
and nurturing a more equitable computing environment.
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IV.

Challenges with AI

Before answering the question of “what would trustworthy AI look like?” we need to examine
the unique challenges that AI presents to the tech industry and society at large.
A significant body of work has emerged on these challenges over the past few years, revealing
that AI can exhibit bias and invade privacy. As it is woven into all aspects of our lives, AI has the
potential to reinforce existing power hierarchies and societal inequalities. This raises questions
about how to responsibly address potential risks for individuals in the design of AI.
More recently, a further body of work is emerging around the collective risks and harms
associated with the widespread adoption of AI. Some liken these collective risks and harms of
AI to pollution or climate change, since they impact all of us on a massive scale, and can only be
addressed by looking at the ecosystem as a whole.
Finally, there are more technical challenges that relate to the current design norms of AI itself.
For example, many have noted that AI techniques resist oversight because they lack
mechanisms for transparency. Issues like this are often seen as flaws for the industry to tackle
as a whole.
In the section that follows, we don’t aim to provide a complete picture of all the problems posed
by AI. Rather, this analysis represents our own assessment of those challenges AI poses to
society within a consumer tech context.

1. Monopoly and centralization
Only a handful of tech giants have the resources to build AI, stifling innovation and
competition.
AI is poised to transform how we work, socialize, learn, and interact with one another. At the
same time, these transformative technologies are being developed by only a handful of large
companies, resulting in a market for AI that isn’t truly competitive or innovative. Currently,
corporations like Google, Amazon, Apple, IBM, Microsoft, Facebook, Baidu, Alibaba, and
Tencent — described as the “Big Nine”21 — exercise the most power over the AI market.
Companies have a tendency to stockpile data in order to maintain their competitive advantage.
Once AI enters the equation, though, it creates an endless cycle: Those companies who
dominate the market have greater access to data, which allows them to develop better machine
learning models, which encourages users to use the platform and generate more data. Amazon,
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for instance, is currently using AI to improve how its AWS cloud computing business runs,22
further cementing the company’s hold over the market.
For “platform monopolies” like Facebook and Google that amass huge troves of data about how
people behave online, the competitive advantage is even more pronounced. Facebook, for
instance, owns all the data it collects from users on its platform and uses that data to build
increasingly complex AI, such as its personalized News Feed feature and ad targeting
ecosystem. The companies who dominate the AI space have no incentive to share data back
with the public, reinforcing this power asymmetry.
Rapid consolidation of the AI space is likely to continue, as the most dominant tech companies
acquire their AI competitors and the data that come with them. For instance, Facebook has
acquired former competitors Instagram and WhatsApp. In 2019, Google’s $2.1 billion
acquisition of Fitbit, the maker of smartwatches and fitness trackers, was widely viewed as a
move to expand into the healthcare sector by amassing more health data.23
Many of these companies have recently come under scrutiny from lawmakers globally to
determine whether or not they are violating antitrust laws. The EU has launched a number of
antitrust probes into tech companies, and in 2017, the EU Commission fined Google €2.4 billion
for favoring its own search services over its competitors’. In 2019, the US House Judiciary
antitrust subcommittee sent letters to Amazon, Apple, Alphabet (the parent company of
Google), and Facebook out of concern that such companies hold too much market share.24
Regulatory solutions have been proposed, including stricter enforcement of antitrust laws or
enacting new oversight laws. Others have suggested nationalizing the “platform monopolies”
so that they more fully serve the public interest.25 Additionally, alternative data governance
models like data trusts have been proposed to shift data ownership from platforms back to
users.

2. Data governance and privacy
Because AI requires access to large amounts of training data, companies and researchers
are incentivized to develop invasive techniques for collecting, storing, and sharing data
without obtaining meaningful consent.
In the decades spent developing the online advertising ecosystem, companies have engaged in
invasive data collection without meaningful user consent in an effort to amass data and gain a
competitive edge, all while skirting accountability. The ubiquity of complex, invasive ad
targeting on the web has led many internet users to begrudgingly accept that large tech
companies have access to their data.
These privacy concerns intensify with the development of AI. Vast amounts of training data —
which may include images, text, video, or audio — are required to teach machine learning
16
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models how to recognize patterns and predict behavior. Copyright laws, privacy rules, and
technical hurdles significantly limit what kind of data may be used or purchased by developers.
As such, typically developers need to seek out new sources of data in order to train their
models.
The current competitive marketplace for machine learning incentivizes companies to collect
user data without obtaining meaningful consent and without sufficient privacy considerations.
For instance, in 2019 Google suspended its facial recognition research program for the Pixel 4
smartphone after a report revealed that its contractors had been targeting homeless Black
people to capture images of their faces through blatant deception.26
Even when digital services and platforms do legally obtain user consent to collect data, often it
is through default settings, manipulative design, Terms of Service agreements that few people
read, or privacy policies written in inaccessible, complex language. Until recently, companies
building AI-powered voice assistants like Amazon Alexa and Google Home did not explicitly
inform people that their voice interactions may be listened to by human workers to develop the
models. Despite changes to these review programs, consent is still couched in vague language.
For instance, Amazon Alexa users agree to having their voice recordings reviewed with a
toggle that simply says “help improve Amazon services and develop new features.”27
As AI continues to drive up the value of people’s data, information asymmetry will continue to
increase between users and the companies collecting their data.28 Some of the most egregious
behaviors from companies were made illegal in the EU under the GDPR and would likely be
penalized in today’s regulatory environment. However, in countries without strict privacy laws
many of these practices may continue unchecked, and even with GDPR limitations in place,
companies may continue to collect data without obtaining meaningful consent. It is unclear, for
instance, whether individual requests for deletion of personal data filed under the GDPR may
apply to models trained on personal information. Questions continue to emerge around what
control users truly have over their own data in the current computing environment and what
appropriate agency should look like.

3. Bias and discrimination
AI relies on computational models, data, and frameworks that reflect existing bias, often
resulting in biased or discriminatory outcomes, with outsized impact on marginalized
communities.
Every dataset comes with its own set of biases, and it is impossible to build a fully unbiased AI
system. Humans are biased, and every part of the research, collection, structuring, and labeling
of data is shaped by human decisions. Bias is the result not just of unbalanced training data,
sampling, and data availability, but it is also the product of systemic and methodological choices
teams make when they are designing an AI system.
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Sometimes the bias exhibited in an AI system is the result of incomplete, unbalanced, or
non-representative training data. As computer science researchers Joy Buolamwini and Timnit
Gebru have demonstrated,29 common facial recognition systems routinely misidentify Black
faces due to a lack of diversity in their training data. Similarly, scholar Safiya Umoja Noble has
written about how searches for the term “professional hairstyles” in Google returned images of
white, blonde women, whereas “unprofessional hairstyles” returned images of Black women.30
In both cases, the technology further entrenched existing racial inequities, marginalizing Black
communities and experiences. Due to the outsized impact bias has on marginalized
communities, any approach to tackling bias must involve voices and organizations from the
racial justice, gender justice, and immigrant justice movements.
Other times, the bias is systemic – the product of the methodological choices made in the
design of the AI system. For instance, many ML teams use performance metrics as a benchmark
for success in developing and deploying AI systems. If the team decides to set their model’s
success threshold at 99.99%, then that means that failing to perform correctly for 0.01% of the
representative population is the expected behavior. These systems will always exclude or fail
some users – b
 y design.
Systemic bias is often implicit to the design choices teams make when designing and deploying
AI systems. For instance, a system that is trained to be successful for most cases may still end
up unintentionally latching onto the “wrong” things in the dataset for a small number of edge
cases. This is particularly concerning when such edge cases occur for groups that are already
marginalized or oppressed. In 2020, Facebook’s automated content moderation system
accidentally flagged posts from Nigerian activists protesting the Special Anti-Robbery Squad
(SARS), a controversial police agency that activists say routinely carry out extrajudicial killings
against young Nigerians, because the acronym “SARS” was linked by Facebook’s algorithm to
be misinformation about the COVID-19 virus.31
Even when steps have been taken to reduce bias in a model, that system can still make
decisions that have a discriminatory effect. For instance, Facebook has been criticized for
allowing advertisers to discriminate against users belonging to protected groups, like ethnicity
and gender, through its targeted advertising platform. However, even when Facebook changed
its ad platform to prevent advertisers from selecting attributes like “ethnic affinity” for
categories like housing or jobs, it was determined that the platform still enabled discrimination
by allowing advertisers to target users through proxy attributes.32
Increasingly, computer scientists are now rallying around values like “fairness, accountability,
and transparency”33 and proposing new statistical models for reducing bias. At the same time,
we must continue to question the core values the AI system is optimizing for, how the system is
designed, or whether such a system should ever be built at all. Any efforts to address bias and
discrimination in AI must work with those communities most impacted by such systems.
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4. Accountability and transparency
Companies often don’t provide transparency into how their AI systems work, impairing legal
and technical mechanisms for accountability.
Many platforms develop closed algorithms that rapidly generate, curate, and recommend
content. Facebook and Amazon, for instance, curate organic and sponsored content based on
what its algorithm predicts we might like to see, share, read, or purchase in order to nudge us
towards a desired behavior. This curation of social platforms creates an environment in which
ad targeting, filter bubbles, bots, and harmful content thrive, deepening our susceptibility to
behavioral manipulation and misleading, polarizing, or inflammatory information. YouTube’s
recommendation engine is particularly alarming, with evidence that the “autoplay” function
pushes viewers towards increasingly inflammatory and conspiratorial extremist content.34
Transparency has different use cases for different audiences. For AI developers, transparency
means clarifying how technical decisions were made during the design and development of an
ML model. Such transparency may only be useful to experts who have the expertise and
experience to understand and audit such decisions. Understanding why a model predicted a
particular outcome is critical for developers, both to ensure the model is making decisions
correctly, and to prevent harmful outcomes. Many computer scientists are actively developing
tools to improve the explainability of AI — why a particular prediction was made for a given
input. Different definitions of explainability are currently used by developers, and there are no
formal evaluation criteria for putting explainability into action.35
To end users, transparency could mean conveying the most important points to a broad
audience, presenting accessible summaries of what the model is doing. In an ethnography of AI
builders,36 developers said they wanted to establish greater trust with users by showing the
ways in which human decisions were made in the development of the system and by building
transparency tools people can use.
To watchdogs and policymakers, transparency is only meaningful if tied to clear pathways to
accountability. In order to hold AI systems accountable, different stakeholders will need access
to different types of information about the system. A social science researcher, for instance,
may need access to the targeting criteria of an advertising algorithm in order to audit whether
or not the system is discriminatory. A policymaker may need access to documentation about
how a content moderation algorithm interacts with humans to make decisions. Transparency
efforts are only effective when the preconditions for accountability already exist.37
In order to hold companies accountable for how particular AI systems were designed and
developed, we will need to continue exploring legal, technical, and institutional mechanisms for
accountability.
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5. Industry norms
Companies are pressured to build and deploy AI rapidly without pausing to ask critical
questions about the human and societal impacts. As a result, AI systems are embedded with
values and assumptions that are not questioned in the product development life cycle.
The dominant narrative in tech is to disrupt, “break things,” and innovate with increasing speed.
This idealism — paired with weak legal limits on what such companies are permitted to do —
has allowed for rapid experimentation and deployment of new ideas. But it has also contributed
to a culture in which new products are not subjected to critical examination, sufficient testing,
or regulatory oversight.
The result is that often AI systems are built under a set of assumptions that have gone
unchallenged, and companies optimize for a narrow set of values, such as profitability,
engagement, and growth. For instance, YouTube’s recommendation algorithm was initially built
to optimize for user engagement and not, say, values like user satisfaction and happiness.38
This attitude has led to the development of many well-intentioned but problematic technologies
that deepen societal inequality. For instance, Uber was founded on the “disruptive” idea of a
sharing economy in which its platform would generate new income opportunities. But in reality
it relies on the exploitation of freelancers competing with each other for low wages in a
hyper-competitive environment governed by algorithms.39
A real lack of diversity (professional, cultural, ethnic, gender, socioeconomic, and geographic)
contributes to this problem, since the viewpoints offered in decision-making spaces tend to be
homogeneous. At companies like Facebook and Google, women make up only 10% and 15%,
respectively, of their AI research teams.40 Outside stakeholders who might offer a valuable
perspective, such as issue experts or impacted communities, are not always consulted. The
result is that much of the AI currently being developed on a global scale is encoded with the
goals, values, and assumptions of a narrow group of people.
Furthermore, many engineers, product managers, designers, and investors consider
responsibility for AI to be outside the scope of their job. Growth- and profit-centered goals in
the tech industry incentivize developers to collect as much data as possible and then figure out
how to extract value from that data later. Unlike professions like medicine or civil engineering,
software engineers are not required to take courses in ethics or get certified in standards for
safety and reliability. Teaching students how to ask and explore ethical questions is one step
forward — the next step is to empower tech workers to make changes in their workplaces.
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6. Exploitation of workers & the environment
Vast amounts of computing power and human labor are used to build AI, and yet these
systems remain largely invisible and are regularly exploited. The tech workers who perform
the invisible maintenance of AI are particularly vulnerable to exploitation and overwork. The
climate crisis is being accelerated by AI, which intensifies energy consumption and speeds
up the extraction of natural resources.
Tech workers & labor
AI is developed and maintained by tech workers, who do not always have autonomy or power
in their job. The development of AI has created a new class of tech workers who perform the
invisible labor required to build and maintain these systems. While some AI systems are fully
automated, most real-world tasks require some level of human discernment. “AI is simply not
as smart as most people hope or fear,”41 and much of what we call AI is a hybrid mix of human
and machine collaborative decision-making. These workplace power differences are heightened
for gig or contract workers, who are not considered employees of the company, but often rely
on mobile apps and platforms to perform their work.
Companies building AI-powered services rely on a vast network of on-demand workers to
clean and label datasets, and to train and improve models. Some of these on-demand workers
use platforms like Mechanical Turk or Fiverr to perform different types of tasks. Many
companies rely on their own set of contract workers to maintain their AI systems. For instance,
when Amazon’s Alexa trips up in a voice interaction, Amazon may send that information to a
human worker who tags the interaction and helps improve the Alexa model. When Facebook
flags possible hate speech or Twitter detects bot-like activity, information may be passed to a
contractor to make a decision.
There are few employment laws globally that reflect the realities of the gig economy. This labor
is often precarious and temporary, with few benefits or support. Workers who perform content
moderation for platforms like Facebook and Twitter, for instance, are regularly subjected to
disturbing imagery, sounds, and language, suffering serious mental health problems and

secondhand trauma as a result.42 When
tech workers do decide to organize and speak out
about their companies’ business decisions, they run the risk of retaliation. At Google, Amazon,
and Wayfair, tech workers have been fired or penalized for protesting their companies’
contracts with US Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE). In order to build collective power
among tech workers, we will need to continue exploring institutional and regulatory changes
that empower tech workers within a precarious economy.
Environmental harms
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While some AI implementations may help with understanding and monitoring the climate crisis,
the current energy and resource demands of training AI models may well outweigh such
benefits. Our natural resources are particularly vulnerable to exploitation and overuse,
accelerating the already urgent global climate crisis. Over the past several decades, tech
companies have driven higher levels of mining to produce computational devices.43 In more
recent years, AI development has spurred companies to collect increasingly large amounts of
training data, resulting in unprecedented levels of energy consumption and expanding the need
for data centers, which require space and enormous amounts of cooling resources.
AI optimizes the global extraction economy in ways we can’t easily see or audit, speeding up
extractive industries such as oil extraction, deforestation, and water management. Research
suggests that AI is intensifying energy consumption, especially from the development of AI by
major tech companies: Amazon, Microsoft, and Google.44 Currently, there is little to no
information about how much energy big tech’s algorithms consume, but data suggest that the
biggest carbon emissions are coming from training models and the storing of large datasets.
The ad tech industry is assumed to be the biggest pollutant in this area.45
Tech companies continue to announce ambitious climate mitigation plans, often following
pressure and mobilization from their workforce, but these efforts don’t take full account of the
harms caused by their AI systems – in terms of consumption, extraction, as well as social
impact and community resiliency. What’s more, AI and the climate crisis are displacing human
rights, labor and land rights, and deepening racial inequalities. As such, any work to tackle AI’s
impact on the climate crisis must take an intersectional approach, bringing in voices and
organizations from the racial justice, gender justice, environmental, and labor justice
movements.

7. Safety and security
Malicious actors may be able to carry out increasingly sophisticated attacks by exploiting the
vulnerabilities of intelligent systems.
Algorithmic curation is increasingly playing a role in information warfare as computational
propaganda has become more sophisticated and subtle. AI can be used to surface targeted
propaganda, misinformation, and other kinds of political manipulation. For instance, a
Washington Post investigation46 revealed that in the immediate aftermath of the 2018 Parkland
school shooting in the US, people in online forums such as 8chan, 4chan, and Reddit developed
a coordinated disinformation campaign to promote conspiracy theories. The campaign — which
falsely portrayed the surviving Parkland students as “crisis actors” — was designed to mislead
and divide the public over gun control.
Misinformation and disinformation are two terms used to describe this type of content.
Misinformation refers to content that is characterized by its emotional impact and its potential
to go viral. It is produced to propagate as widely and quickly as possible, even if the intention of
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the creator wasn’t malicious or to induce panic. Disinformation describes false content that is
spread deliberately to mislead. Propaganda is not a new phenomenon, but what is new is the
speed with which propaganda can be created and disseminated online, and manipulators’
ability to target specific communities, groups, or individuals.47
Digital platforms create opportunities for a range of actors to exploit or “game” algorithmic
systems for political or financial gain. Google’s autocomplete suggestions, for instance, have
been hijacked by malicious users to display antisemitic, sexist, and racist language.48 Google
Maps was once duped by a performance artist into displaying a traffic jam where there was
none.49
Manipulation of digital platforms is just one of several malicious uses of AI to which
cybersecurity experts have said we may be particularly vulnerable.50 AI can also be used to
automate labor-intensive cyberattacks like spear phishing, carry out new types of attacks like
voice impersonation, and exploit AI’s vulnerabilities with adversarial machine learning.
In the physical world, AI can be used to hijack drones, self-driving cars, and other kinds of
internet-connected devices. Hacks of Amazon’s Ring doorbells that have been widely covered
in the media, for instance, were powered by software that enabled hackers to automate brute
force attacks on Ring accounts using a database of leaked usernames and passwords.51 We
have not yet seen an AI-powered cyberattack occur at scale, but cybersecurity experts are
bracing themselves for the next wave of security threats.

V.

The Path Forward

There is no way to chart a perfect course for addressing these challenges and developing more
trustworthy AI — there are simply too many variables and forces at play. However, we c an
imagine the world we want to see, and draw a map for heading in that direction.
Sketching out this map was a major focus for Mozilla in 2019. As described in this paper’s
“README” section, we spent 12 months talking with experts, reading voraciously, and piloting
AI-themed campaigns and projects. This exploration honed Mozilla’s thinking on trustworthy AI
by reinforcing several challenge areas including: monopolies and centralization, data
governance and privacy, bias and discrimination, transparency and accountability, and industry
norms. After looking at these challenges, we developed a theory of change that maps out how
AI might look different and what steps we’d need to take to get there.
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see A
 ppendix A for full size diagram

This theory of change is not meant to describe the work that Mozilla alone needs to do — no
one organization could possibly cover all this terrain on its own. Many other people and
organizations will need to play a role in moving this agenda forward, from business leaders,
investors, and academics to developers, policymakers, and people.
At the highest level, this theory of change posits that the technology that surrounds and shapes
us should h
 elp us rather than harm us. Our long-term impact goal is:
In a world of AI, consumer technology enriches the lives of human beings.
This might seem like an obvious statement, but it is not. The challenges we identified in the
previous section illustrate how today’s computing norms — and the underlying power
differentials inherent to building today’s versions of AI — both create opportunities and pose
risks to billions of internet users. It’s important to think critically about what it would look like to
build technologies where benefits to humanity are at the forefront, and where we mitigate
possible harms up front and by design. To do this, our theory of change focuses on two
underlying principles:
1. Agency: All AI is designed with personal agency in mind. Privacy, transparency, and
human well-being are key considerations.
2. Accountability: Companies are held to account when their AI systems make
discriminatory decisions, abuse data, or make people unsafe.
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These two principles are meant to work in tandem: one that is proactive, with a focus on
creating more trustworthy tech from the design stage onward, and another that is defensive,
recognizing that there will always be harms, risks, and bad actors that we need to defend
against.
This reasoning is influenced by others working in the field as well as our own foundational
thinking in the Mozilla Manifesto. The Manifesto’s third entry — “The internet must enrich the
lives of individual human beings” — was written in 2007, but hews close to Mozilla’s current
long-term impact goal. Mozilla’s work has always focused on personal agency, privacy, and
transparency (open source). The Mozilla Manifesto addendum, added in 2017, is also relevant
to our current AI work: “We are committed to an internet that promotes civil discourse, human
dignity, and individual expression.”
In order to achieve more agency and accountability in AI in consumer-facing technologies, our
theory of change outlines four medium-term outcomes that we should pursue:
1. The people building AI increasingly use trustworthy AI guidelines and technologies in
their work.
2. Trustworthy AI products and services are increasingly embraced by early adopters.
3. Consumers choose trustworthy products when available and demand them when
they aren’t.
4. New and existing laws are used to make the AI ecosystem more trustworthy.
We’ll need to see progress on all of these fronts to be successful. Success across multiple
fronts was also necessary in the early 2000s, when control over the web was taken from
Microsoft and put back in the hands of the public. Regulators reined in Microsoft’s use of
Windows to create an Internet Explorer monopoly. Open source developers created Firefox as a
foundation for renewed web standards. Web developers latched onto these standards, making
full-fledged cross-platform web apps like Gmail and Facebook the norm, and consumers
flocked both to modern browsers like Firefox and these new web apps. The game had changed.
The good news is we are already seeing the seeds of changes like these in AI: developers
wanting to build things differently, small companies developing new kinds of trustworthy
products and technologies, people feeling suspicious about big tech, and regulators looking at
ways to dismantle data monopolies.
Looking at these trends, this section of the paper provides high-level thinking on how we might
collectively make progress on all four fronts. We also offer initial thoughts on the role that
Mozilla might play in this broader work.
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1.

Shifting industry norms

Goal: The people building AI increasingly use trustworthy AI guidelines and technologies in
their work.
Every era of computing tends to have norms that shape what is thought possible. We need to
more clearly define what those norms are for AI, working closely with the people who are
building AI, such as developers, designers, engineers, project managers, and data scientists.
At the core of this work will be efforts to ensure that people building AI are able to ask
questions about responsibility and ethics at every stage in the AI research, product
development, and deployment pipeline. We will need to support them on many levels —
providing clear guidance, offering education and professional development, diversifying the
workforce, and creating the right economic incentives. Importantly, all of this will need to get
figured out iteratively and grow over time.
With this aim in mind, we believe that we should pursue the following short-term outcomes:

1.1.

Best practices emerge in key areas of trustworthy AI, driving changes
to industry norms.

Dozens of guidelines for “ethical AI” have been published in recent years, but they often focus
on abstract, broad principles without clear steps for action. When they do point toward action,
their ideas for operationalizing the principles vary widely across sectors. More work is needed
to understand where these gaps appear.
A number of public and private sector organizations have published their own set of ethical
principles to guide how AI systems are built and deployed. Prominent examples of these
frameworks have been published by the EU’s High-Level Expert Group, the Partnership on AI,
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Google, SAP, the
Association of Computing Machinery (ACM), Access Now, and Amnesty International. As this
list suggests, these guidelines have come from all sectors of society — industry, government,
and civil society.
Landscape scans of these frameworks published by Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center52 and
Nature Machine Intelligence53 show that across different sectors, there is global convergence
around common principles such as transparency, fairness, and human well-being. According to
one analysis of 84 frameworks, the most common principles included were transparency
(86.9% of frameworks), justice and fairness (81.0%), a duty not to commit harm (71.4%),
responsibility (71.4%), privacy (56.0%), and human well-being (48.8%).54
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Most guidelines generally agree on core principles, but there are major differences across
sectors about what they mean and how they should be implemented. For instance, in their
assessment of transparency, nonprofits and data controllers tend to propose audits and
oversight, whereas industry players propose technical solutions to transparency.55 These fault
lines show how the same sets of principles might result in different — and sometimes
oppositional — actions when they are put into practice.
As of now, few players have prescribed concrete steps that translate their guidelines into action
on the ground. This is because many of the challenges raised by AI are domain-specific and will
require a coordination of work across sectors. How do developers interpret the guidelines in
everyday technology and product development? What is the best way to ensure models are fair
and unbiased? What steps must companies take to safeguard against harm? How do
companies come to the difficult decision that an AI system should not be deployed at all? While
we certainly need clear frameworks or guidelines to define what “good” looks like, we also need
a concrete plan for putting those principles into action.
Our theory of change is meant to be a small step toward this action, a suggestion of what to do
at a systems-wide level based on the challenges we face in consumer tech. Over the coming
years, we want to work with people to put broad principles into action through AI development
checklists, education programs, and software tooling. Putting these principles into action is key
to shifting the norms of how AI is developed.

1.2.

Engineers, product managers, and designers with trustworthy AI
training and experience are in high demand across industry.

Engineers, product managers, designers, and other members of the cross-functional teams
building AI wield a great degree of decision-making power. There are many initiatives
underway aimed at helping developers think critically about their work, such as Mozilla’s
Responsible Computer Science Challenge56, but more work needs to be done to ensure the
people who are building AI responsibly are in high demand from companies.
One way to get there is to start with students before they have joined the workforce. A
controversial New York Times op-ed57 argues that academics have been “asleep at the wheel”
when it comes to teaching ethics in tech. Indeed, the traditional approach to ethics education in
computer science is far removed from engineers’ day-to-day experience. Students say they
don’t connect with case studies and don’t always know how it applies to their work. Further,
many initiatives focus only on CS/Eng students when they should broaden to include other
disciplines like information science, design, and management education.
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Some universities have moved toward making ethical computing courses required for CS/Eng
students, and also making these courses more practical. In a recent landscape analysis of 115
university courses in tech ethics, researchers conclude that while CS as a discipline has been
slow to adopt ethical principles, it has made a great deal of progress in recent years. They
recommend that students hear the message that "code is power" when they first start learning
how to code and that this message should be reinforced throughout coursework.58 More people
are calling for major overhauls of how such degrees are taught altogether. At MIT, the New
Engineering Education Transformation (NEET) group has been pioneering an alternative
approach that teaches ethics as a set of skills embedded in what engineers already know.59
Such classes train the next generation of AI developers to think not only about how they should
design AI in future jobs, but also whether those systems should be built at all.
While promising, many of these initiatives are directed only at CS/Eng students and we have
yet to see parallel efforts to integrate ethics into management or design education.
Furthermore, these initiatives tend to focus on university coursework and don’t include other
forms of training, including online education or coding bootcamps. In order to fundamentally
change how cross-functional teams build AI, we will need to think more broadly about all the
different occupational roles that shape the development pipeline and ensure that they are
empowered to think critically about their work. We will also need to make sure that people who
follow non-traditional pathways into AI development are trained to ask critical questions about
tech.
Companies are starting to recognize that in order to recruit and retain top talent, they will need
to meet the rising demand for ethical tech, but we still have a long way to go. Skilled
engineering graduates are already highly sought after and have more pull over potential
employers than in many other industries. We aim to get to a point where tech companies are
under pressure to demonstrate that they are building technology responsibly in order to attract
top talent across disciplines – design, engineering, and management.
At the same time, there needs to be a major shift in company culture so that employees who
are advocating for more responsible AI practices feel supported and empowered. Evidence
suggests that the actions of internal advocates won’t have impact unless their work is aligned
with organizational practices.60 We think that these two components — critically minded
engineers and organizational change — need to be in place in order to usher in system-wide
changes.

1.3.

Diverse stakeholders — including communities and people historically
shut out of tech — are involved in the design of AI.

It’s not just the mindset of decision-makers that matters, but who is making those decisions.
Tech has made strides in recent years to bring in new and diverse voices into product
development, but we are still far from where we need to be.
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The diversity crisis in the tech industry — and its direct link to problems with bias in AI — has
been well documented. It has been reported that women make up only 10 percent of people
working on “machine intelligence” at Google and 15 percent of Facebook’s AI research group.61
“It is not just that AI systems need to be fixed when they misrecognize faces or amplify
stereotypes,” says a recent AI Now report. “It is that they can perpetuate existing forms of
structural inequality even when working as intended.” It is crucial that the teams building AI are
themselves diverse and represent a range of communities and perspectives.
Creating more diversity within developer communities, and specifically in who gets AI jobs and
training, has a huge impact on how technology is built. A 2014 NCWIT report62 found that
gender-diverse management teams performed better in terms of overall productivity and team
dynamics. Further, the study found that companies that dominated the market did so by
encouraging innovation that drew from a diverse knowledge base. Diverse teams are more
likely to drive innovation and change.
Engineering teams should strive to reflect the diversity of the people who use the technology,
along racial, gender, geographic, socioeconomic, and accessibility lines. Those team members
will be better attuned to the ways bias and discrimination manifest and they would also have a
higher level of cultural context for how technologies might be received or interpreted in their
community, region, or language.
Critically, changing the diversity of the people building AI will require making drastic changes to
company culture. In its analysis of the diversity crisis in AI, AI Now concluded that a
worker-driven movement aimed at addressing inequities holds the most promise for pushing
for real change.63 Companies must foster an open culture in which the status quo can be
questioned or challenged without fears of retaliation.
Companies will need to develop processes for consulting with diverse communities throughout
the AI product life cycle, especially when the technology may have an adverse impact on a
historically marginalized community or region. This will require teams to adopt a more
participatory, open approach to how it does its work, using frameworks and tools such as
participatory design, co-design, or design justice.64 It may also require companies to adopt
stricter rules to safeguard against harm. Companies may mandate that particular features
should be thoroughly tested with diverse user groups across geographic regions and languages
before being deployed. Compliance frameworks exist for assessing risk and mitigating harm in
AI, particularly when it comes to fairness and bias. But more work is required to ensure that
companies not only adopt these narrow harm reduction processes, but proactively develop new
tools and processes for designing and deploying AI.
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1.4.

There is increased investment in and procurement of trustworthy AI
products, services and technologies.

Although there has been a rise in “impact investments” in socially responsible companies and
startups, there is still a lot of work that needs to be done to ensure trustworthy AI products are
getting the funding they need to become viable.
Impact investing — also known as socially responsible or ethical investing — is an investment
approach that focuses on organizations and companies that are having a positive social impact
on the world. It’s a strategy that seeks to bring about environmental or societal change through
investment. Impact investing represents a huge slice of investments in the US: The Forum for
Sustainable and Responsible Investment estimates that in 2018, $12 trillion was invested in
socially responsible investment funds, which represents 25% of all professionally managed
assets in the US.65 Evidence shows that young investors overwhelmingly want to invest in
socially responsible companies.66 Similarly, the B-corp movement in the UK legally requires
B-corps to “consider the impact of their decisions on their workers, customers, suppliers,
community, and the environment.”67
In tech, this wave of impact investing is increasingly shaping what kinds of companies get
funded. We are already seeing tech investors pay more attention to data privacy, a cornerstone
of developing AI responsibly. Nearly $10 billion was invested in privacy and security companies
in 2019, with the largest rounds of funding going to startups like Rubrik, 1Password, and
OneTrust.68
We are also seeing larger tech companies pay more attention to privacy in their acquisition
strategy, which is a step towards more trustworthy AI. In 2018, Apple acquired the
privacy-conscious AI startup Silk Labs, which is building on-device machine learning
software,69 and Cisco acquired security startup Duo.70 In 2019, Microsoft acquired BlueTalon, a
data privacy and governance service.71 Privacy is rapidly becoming a key part of a target
company’s risk profile in any acquisition.
There is a clear opportunity now for such “impact investors” who care about building tech
responsibly to shape the AI product landscape. Most recently, 1,356 AI startups raised over
$18.5 billion in funding in 2019, a new annual high for the AI sector.72 VC funders and angel
investors themselves attract huge amounts of capital if they focus their portfolios on AI. Impact
investors should build on the momentum that has been growing in recent years around
responsible tech and continue to fund AI startups that are building tech ethically.
Similarly, big tech companies looking to acquire AI have a huge amount of power. By acquiring
socially responsible startups and technologies, these companies can send signals that building
AI responsibly is not just a plus, but not doing so could be a major liability.
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2.

Building new tech and products

Goal: Trustworthy AI products and services are increasingly embraced by early adopters.
Introducing more trustworthy AI products on the market will require a number of things to
happen. Foundational trustworthy AI technologies and practices — things like edge processing
that use data locally on a device, machine learning techniques that require less data, or data
trusts that balance power between companies and users — will need to emerge as building
blocks for developers. Similarly, new thinking about business models, explainability, and
transparency will be needed.
Importantly, we will also need to build up our imagination of how the products and services that
are so central to our lives today can give users greater control over their digital lives. This
aspect of the work will not only require the efforts of people developing products and services
— startup founders, entrepreneurs, funders — but also journalists, computer science
researchers, artists, and others who see the big picture of how things need to change.
With all of this in mind, we believe that we should pursue the following short term outcomes:

2.1.

More foundational trustworthy AI technologies emerge as building
blocks for developers.

A first major step towards better products and services is developing technological building
blocks that can power more responsible AI. These building blocks — which could include better
pre-trained models, alternative data governance models, privacy-preserving methods for
machine learning, and decentralized, open source datasets — will reflect some of the
trustworthy AI themes we’ve identified.

Tech infrastructure
One area where we are seeing better building blocks emerge is in the realm of
privacy-preserving AI. Traditionally, machine learning needs centralized data access, which
raises concerns about both privacy and centralization of control in the hands of a few large
players. Increasingly, however, computer scientists have been exploring the possibilities of
edge computing, decentralized computing that is done at or near the source of the data itself.
Researchers at Google have pioneered a method called f ederated learning that allows
engineers to train a machine learning model without needing access to a centralized repository
of training data.73 Federated learning works by using a decentralized network of nodes or
servers (i.e. people’s devices) to train an AI system. Federated learning has the ability to
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compute across millions of individual devices and combine those results to iteratively train the
model. The open source library PySyft is a popular implementation of federated learning.74 In
this way, all the training data stays on a user’s device or is split across a number of trusted
servers rather than in a centralized database, ensuring greater privacy.
Another relevant technique, d
 ifferential privacy is a statistical assessment of risk, in which data
is statistically anonymized before being used to train the model so that individual users can’t be
identified from their data. Differential privacy has long been the foundation of Apple’s approach
to machine learning75, and now there is an implementation of Google’s open source tool
TensorFlow for training machine learning models with differential privacy.76
Training datasets and pre-trained models are key to building AI. Although big tech companies
might have the vast resources required to develop their own machine learning models, most
smaller companies rely on datasets or pre-trained models from Google or IBM to develop their
own AI applications. To this end, we will need to work toward ensuring that these existing
pre-trained models and datasets are trustworthy. This will be complicated, as such a move risks
further legitimizing the power of dominant tech players and further entrenching power
inequalities. But by ensuring that the most popular pre-trained models and datasets adhere to a
high level of scrutiny, we can quickly scale more powerful trustworthy AI in consumer tech.

Data governance
Another place where people are working on building blocks for more trustworthy AI is in the
re-imagination of data governance and management. While regulations like the GDPR do this
through the framework of individual data rights, we also need bottom-up legal structures that
balance individual and collective approaches to data governance. Because “data ownership is
both unlikely and inadequate as an answer to the problems at stake,”77 we need to develop
new approaches to data governance that shift power from companies back to communities and
individuals through a mix of collective and individual frameworks. Ideally, individual fiduciary
models can support and complement the more collectivized governance structures of data
trusts and co-ops.
One proposed way to do this is to require the big tech platforms to become i nformation
fiduciaries.78 A data fiduciary is an intermediary between individuals and data collectors, the
people whose data is being collected (“data subjects”) and the companies collecting that data
(“data collectors”). Under this system, users would entrust their personal data to an online
platform or company for a service, and in exchange the platform would have a responsibility to
exercise care with that data in the interest of the user. While this approach holds promise,
under this model companies would have a divided loyalty between the interests of shareholders
and the interests of end users. According to Mozilla’s report on alternative data governance
models, “Critics are doubtful whether data fiduciary solutions present a realistic path to
structural change, even if they could empower individuals to have more control over access to
their personal data and enhance accountability through duties of care.”79
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An alternative fiduciary model is a legal mechanism called d
 ata trusts. Similar to an information
fiduciary, a data trust is an independent intermediary between two parties. Unlike the fiduciary
model, however, the trust would store the data from the data subjects and would negotiate
data use with companies according to terms set by the trust. It would also have an undivided
duty of loyalty toward its members according to a legal trust framework. Trusts could also serve
as a mechanism for the collective enforcement of data rights, making it more likely that actions
would be taken to use laws like GDPR to drive changes to products and services in ways that
benefit end users. Different trusts might have different terms, and people would have the
freedom to choose the trust that most aligns with their own expectations.80 Some data trusts
already exist. For instance, UK Biobank, a charitable company with trustees, is managing
genetic data from half a million people.81
Another proposed approach is a data cooperative model. A data cooperative facilitates the
collective pooling of data by individuals or organizations for the economic, social, or cultural
benefit of the group. The entity that holds the data is often co-owned and democratically
controlled by its members. Similar to a US credit union or a German Sparkassen savings bank82,
a data cooperative would share the benefits or profits of the data between its members.
Because it could also run internal analytics, both data co-ops and data trusts would be in a
strong position to negotiate better services for its members.83 Some data co-ops already exist:
The MIT Trust Data Consortium has demonstrated a pilot version of this system.84
Another approach to managing data differently is a d
 ata commons, which pools and shares
data as a common resource and is typically accompanied by a high degree of community
ownership and leadership. One of the major barriers to AI innovation is that only a handful of
companies have access to training data. Data commons chip away at that power by
democratizing access to training data sets and models, available to anyone who wants to use
them and in a format that can be easily analyzed. Often that data is harmonized according to
common data specifications, so that it is easy to use across different data pipelines. There are
many different data commons already in existence: Mozilla’s project Common Voice85, for
instance, is a crowdsourced dataset that represents the largest set of open source voice
training data in the world, with more than 250k contributors, 4.2k hours of recorded voice data,
and 40 different languages.86 In academia, the UCI Machine Learning repository hosts hundred
of datasets that have been accessed millions of times to benchmark ML algorithms in academic
research.87
Privacy-preserving AI techniques, new data governance models, and open source training
datasets are only a few examples of the kinds of building blocks we need to emerge in order to
get closer to trustworthy AI. While some of the privacy-preserving techniques we mentioned
are becoming standard, there is a long way to go before they are widely adopted. In addition,
new data governance models and open data projects are still at a very early stage of
development. Over the coming years, we plan to support people and organizations developing
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and testing out these building blocks, starting with a major exploration of real-world uses of
responsible data stewardship and data governance models.

2.2.

Transparency is included as a feature in more AI enabled products,
services, and technologies.

Transparency is the most commonly cited principle in dozens of ethical AI guidelines, across
geographic regions and sectors88 and a major focus of current research and development. There
is wide consensus that technological norms and processes that enable transparency are
themselves a major class of building blocks for trustworthy AI. However, different actors
interpret transparency to mean different things. To move toward AI that is more transparent
and accountable, we will need to weave together disparate work that is happening across
different sectors.
The AI that is used in consumer-facing tech is often complex and opaque. There are a number
of reasons for this, some of which are technical and some of which are based in institutional
norms and incentives. According to Jenna Burrell, there are three key sources of AI opacity: (1)
opacity as intentional corporate secrecy; (2) opacity as technical illiteracy; and (3) opacity that
arises from the characteristics of machine learning algorithms and the scale required to apply
them usefully.89
Focusing on that third category, technical solutions are currently being explored to make
opaque AI more transparent. For decades computer scientists have been working to improve
the explainability of AI — whether an AI system can be easily understood by and explained to a
human. Another way developers are trying to make opaque AI more accountable is to use a
human in the loop approach, which means that humans are directly involved in training, tuning,
and verifying the data used in a machine learning algorithm.90 This allows groups of experts
with specialized knowledge to correct or fix errors in machine predictions as the process
develops. In this way, humans are more actively involved in making normative judgements
about the output of an AI system, rather than offloading decisions to the model.
However, technical solutions to AI transparency can only go so far. In order to address other
sources of opacity such as intentional secrecy, companies will need to develop their products
and services in a way that enables third party validation and audit.
While developers should be regularly auditing their AI systems,91 they can also build those
systems in a way that makes them easier to audit by third parties. One way companies are
doing this is through open data archives. We are already seeing progress in this area with
political ads: Companies that allow advertisers to target people with political ads should provide
the public with clear, accurate, and meaningful information, available in a format that allows for
bulk analysis by regulators and watchdogs groups. Under pressure from advocacy groups and
policymakers, platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Google have developed open political ad
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libraries that provide detailed information about who paid for an ad, how it was targeted, the
size of the audience that saw it, and other information.
The disclosure of data archives should go beyond advertising, though. In some cases, it may be
necessary for companies to disclose what content was taken down or removed and why. As
such, we want companies to work toward developing transparency products that give third
parties access to more information about AI-based targeting systems. By analyzing data
archives, researchers can more readily identify patterns of discrimination or deception that any
individual user would not be able to see. Without bulk disclosure, the systems can evade efforts
to systematically identify harm.
Platforms and services can be designed in a way that gives users greater control and agency
over the algorithm’s output. One way digital platforms are already doing this is by giving users
explanations of the system’s behavior within the UI itself. Such interventions can provide more
information about inputs used by its recommender system. For instance, Netflix adds labels to
its recommended videos with: “Because you watched X...” While such explanations may not
help individuals identify discrimination or harm, they would help users understand why the
algorithm behaved a certain way and could empower them to take action.
Transparency is not a “one size fits all” solution to AI accountability, and not every algorithm
requires this level of transparency. In fact, arguments have been made that blunt transparency
runs the risk of obscuring itself further by overwhelming us with too much information.92
Furthermore, useful transparency isn’t always possible – in which case we may need to
reconsider whether AI should be used at all in high-stakes consumer environments like health
or credit. But we do need to come up with real and workable solutions for transparency across
the whole AI ecosystem — from transparency and control for users to tools that allow for
scrutiny by researchers and regulators. As a community, we need to continue to experiment,
test, and push to make this level of transparency a reality.

2.3.

Entrepreneurs develop — and investors support — alternative
business models for consumer tech.

We noted before that impact investors can set themselves apart by funding trustworthy AI
products and technologies. In addition to new products, though, we will also need new
business models that don’t rely on the exploitation of people’s data. As Zeynep Tufecki notes, a
business model rooted in “vast data surveillance” to “opaquely target users…will inevitably be
misused.”93 We need to ensure that startups with business models that are socially responsible
and that don’t exploit users are getting funded.
Companies already recognize the value in developing business models and objectives that
respect — rather than infringe on — people’s privacy. Over the past few years, data privacy has
evolved from a “nice to have” for businesses to a must-have, critical topic of discussion.
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According to a Cisco survey, 70% of organizations that invested in privacy say they are seeing
benefits in every area of their business, in the form of competitive advantage, agility, and
improved company attractiveness to investors.94 Companies that demonstrate they care about
people’s privacy and well-being increasingly have a market advantage.
There is a hunger in the market for different business models that aren’t focused on monetizing
or exploiting people’s data. One simple alternative is to set up the platform so that people pay
to use it. Consumers are already used to this model — after all, many people are paying for
access to streaming platforms like Netflix, HBO Go, and Hulu, or subscription services like
Amazon Prime or HelloFresh. Before it was acquired by Facebook, WhatsApp was charging
users $1 per year and the platform was still experiencing huge growth.95 The downside to this
model is that it’s unclear whether people will be willing to pay for multiple subscription services.
One survey shows that 75% of consumers capped their maximum spend on streaming services
at $30.96
Platforms like Hulu and Facebook take what is called a two-sided approach97 to their business
model: They make profit both from (1) users paying to use the service, and (2) by sharing user
data with advertisers. One option for two-sided businesses, then, is to rely on more
privacy-preserving methods of doing data analysis. These new businesses may offer
companies a new way to identify patterns without exploiting people’s data.
It’s important to note that even if these key industry business models were to change,
companies may still be incentivized to exploit people's data for the purpose of training their

models. This is the product of what has been called the “agile turn,”98 a
way of building tech
that shortens development cycles and demands constant user surveillance and testing. More
work needs to be done to change these incentives in the tech industry.
All of these ideas will have trade-offs. Funders will need to continue supporting startups and
technologies that are seeking out different ways of doing business. As a way to build
momentum, foundations and others interested in impact investing could set up special funds to
encourage data privacy and alternative approaches to data governance. Impact funds have
done a great deal to pave the way for investment in fields like green energy. The same could
happen in the field of trustworthy AI.

2.4.

The work of artists and journalists helps people understand, imagine,
and critique what trustworthy AI looks like.

Many of AI’s shortcomings are not readily apparent to the public, as they are often hidden in
complex systems that are difficult to audit. The job of critiquing AI often falls on journalists,
artists, creative technologists, and other researchers who are interrogating how these systems
work. But beyond critique, they can help us expand our thinking around what is possible by
showing us what alternate, preferred futures our technologies can offer.
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Investigative journalism is shaping the future of AI by shedding light on technology’s
shortcomings and limitations. Journalists can serve as corporate watchdogs by investigating
computational systems, and they can also help us understand what is happening by providing
context and evidence. For instance, ProPublica’s groundbreaking 2016 series on machine bias
in crime algorithms99 unlocked a new set of investigations into AI bias. In addition, its work on
Facebook’s ad targeting platform showed how advertisers could target ads in a discriminatory
way, leading to new research and lawsuits on ad discrimination.100 The fledgling news
organization The Markup launched in 2020, using data to investigate tech and its influence on
society.101 The New York Times has a growing tech beat, hiring reporters with expertise in tech
investigations. We rely on journalists to do the ever-important work of holding our technologies
accountable when they have the potential for harm.
Similarly, art is helping expose the limitations and shortcomings of AI. Artists critique current
systems and imagine different ones by providing us a new lens through which we can see our
world. For instance, a project I mageNet Roulette b
 y artist Trevor Paglen and Kate Crawford102
exposes the biases in image datasets that are trained to categorize humans. The project reveals
how AI can become a new vector for social discrimination, and shows how art can be wielded
to hold tech accountable.103
In addition, art and design are tools to help us see what alternative worlds and technologies
could look like. Artists and designers do this through speculative design and futures, tools that
help us imagine the futures we want to build. For example, there is a growing body of work
around feminist technologies that imagines what alternative voice AI could look like in practice.
The organization Feminist Internet runs a workshop called “Designing a Feminist Alexa,”104
which has resulted in a number of voice experiments that push the boundaries of how we think
our voice assistants should speak, act, and interact.
As much of this work is still nascent, we have yet to see many of these experiments mirrored in
our technologies just yet. Much more work will need to be done to ensure that these innovative
ideas and experiments can become viable and real. Mozilla will continue to support journalists
and artists who are critiquing our current technological landscape, and offering up visions of an
alternate, preferred one.

3.

Generating demand

Goal: Consumers choose trustworthy products when available and demand them when they
aren’t.
So far we have discussed shifting industry norms and developing products and services that
integrate trustworthy AI. Ultimately, the impact and long term viability of efforts in these areas
depends on consumer demand: Will the public support companies that protect their privacy?
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Will people choose products or services that use AI responsibly? And are people ready to
switch platforms, deactivate their accounts, or otherwise protest to demand better options?
There is reason to (cautiously) believe the answer is “yes.” A recent Cisco survey of
consumers105 reveals 84% of people care about data privacy and want more control over their
data. More importantly, 32% are willing to act and have done so by switching companies or
providers over data or data-sharing policies. This group tends to be younger, more affluent,
shop more online, and are “early tech adopters” — a prime audience that you would think
companies would be trying to cater to. Consumer surveys increasingly show that there is a
market appetite for enhanced privacy and data protection.
Despite consumer interest, there are still significant barriers to generating the level of demand
that would enable more trustworthy AI. Entrepreneurs developing products focused on privacy
have a hard time reaching people, and people have little by way of reliable information to
understand what products and services to trust, or whether they should trust a technology at
all. People are confronted with complex terms and conditions, consent pages, and privacy
settings that are difficult to sort through, even among the most tech-savvy. At the same time,
large, established tech companies don’t have a market incentive to build their AI differently,
since they tend to lock people in. Consumer pressure could help change this.
With the aim of overcoming these barriers, we believe that we should pursue the following
short-term outcomes:

3.1.

Trustworthy AI products and services emerge that serve the needs of
people and markets previously ignored.

A key step towards a broad market for trustworthy AI is the creation of products and services
that meet the needs of people who are hungry for “something different.” This includes people
who want data privacy, a market that was considered marginal for many years. It also includes
people whose interests, culture, communities, or life situation are not well served by existing AI
and automated systems.
On the privacy front, we are starting to see a wave of startups whose core focus is bringing
technologies like federated learning and differential privacy into consumer internet services. For
instance, Owkin is an AI healthcare startup that uses a secure, federated framework in order to
protect the sensitive data of patients.106 Recently acquired by Sonos, Snips is an AI voice
platform for connected devices that uses federated learning to do voice processing on devices,
which protects user privacy. There is a great degree of skepticism, however, as to whether
Sonos will invest meaningfully in privacy.
We’ve also started to see hints that established big tech players want to tap into the market for
privacy — and that they are willing to integrate trustworthy AI technology as a part of this.
Apple, for example, has made an extensive push to position itself as privacy friendly, with ads
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saying, “What happens on your iPhone stays on your iPhone.”107 This marketing pitch is backed
in part by the use of both differential privacy and federated learning in core products like Siri,
keeping voice samples on a user’s device unless they opt in to share them with Apple.108 While
the solid connection between marketing and privacy-preserving technology is laudable, it’s
worth noting that the opt-in aspect of this privacy promise was only added after public outcry
over Apple employees listening to people’s conversations as part of Siri’s training.109 Even when
the underlying technology lends itself to privacy, seemingly small decisions — like making “opt
in’” the default setting — can make a big difference to people.
Of course, people seeking privacy are not the only people who have been ignored as AI has
become central to internet products and services. People who speak non-dominant languages
or who use non-Latin characters have historically been left out in products. For instance, the
Amazon Alexa voice assistant speaks 15 different languages.110 This may sound like a big
number, but it’s tiny when compared to the 299 languages offered by Wikipedia.111 Mozilla’s
own Common Voice project112 aims to be a counterpoint to the limited language offerings of
voice tech like Alexa. It uses a Wikipedia-like, crowdsourcing approach to invite people to
create voice training data in their own languages. It is the largest collection of open source voice
training data in the world, with initial datasets in over 40 languages, including Catalan, Kabyle,
Persian, Welsh, and Esperanto. It’s worth noting, though, that projects like Common Voice are
still a long way from being integrated into consumer products and services that could meet the
needs of a global audience.
While there are signals that companies will build products for people who want AI that is more
trustworthy and inclusive, we still have a long way to go. Startups with this focus are few and
far between and have a difficult time reaching their target markets. Open source initiatives
aimed at inclusion and privacy have yet to make it into accessible mainstream products, and
efforts by the big platform companies to serve markets like people seeking privacy are mixed at
best. They still require significant investment — and rigorous scrutiny from governments,
journalists, and people themselves.

3.2.

Consumers are increasingly willing and able to choose products
critically based on information regarding AI trustworthiness.

As more products using trustworthy AI reach the market, people will need better information
about who and what to trust. At the moment, consumers don’t feel they can make educated
choices about what products to buy or platforms to use. The Cisco survey mentioned
previously113 revealed that 43% of respondents believe that they aren’t able to protect their
personal data. Of those who were worried, 73% said it was too hard to figure out what
companies are actually doing with their data and 49% felt that they had no choice but to accept
how their data was being used. People want greater transparency and agency, but they don’t
have a way to get it.
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There are a number of efforts to help consumers better understand the trade-offs between
different products. Mozilla’s *Privacy Not Included Guide114 is a lightweight effort of this nature,
providing people with plain-language reviews of AI voice assistants and other connected
devices. The reviews include a rating against a set of minimum security standards as well as an
analysis of how user data is treated. For instance, the review of the Facebook Portal voice
assistant notes: “...data about your Portal usage — how often you do video calls, what apps you
open, what features you use — can be used to target you with advertisements across
Facebook. The company may also share specific demographic and audience engagement data
with advertisers and analytics partners.”115 Information like this can be helpful to people
choosing between different devices and services.
There are also efforts underway to develop more rigorous testing and labeling schemes, similar
to nutrition labels on food products. Some early initiatives — such as the Harvard- and MITbased Data Nutrition Project116 — are aimed at helping data scientists and developers make
their AI more trustworthy. Other projects are emerging to test whether products in the market
are trustworthy and to help people make better choices. One example is Consumer Reports’
Digital Standard117 initiative, which looks at various criteria: encryption, potential overreach in
the use of consumer data, and the transparency of the product’s business model. While
platforms like this have huge potential to empower people, they may be years away from being
available to the public.
Reliable, easy-to-read information about “what’s inside” AI-driven products and services will be
essential if we want a more trustworthy AI ecosystem. It’s important to recognize that efforts to
provide this kind of information are still nascent. Not only is the amount of information available
incredibly limited, but questions also remain as to what kind of information will be useful to
people. Significant effort and funding will be needed in coming years to make the kind of
progress that is necessary in this area.

3.3.

Citizens are increasingly willing and able to pressure and hold
companies accountable for the trustworthiness of their AI.

As we wait for clear consumer protection regulations or a mature market for trustworthy AI
products and services to emerge, people will need to pressure companies directly to make the
products they already use today more trustworthy.
There is a long history of this sort of consumer activism, where people want changes to how a
product works or how it is made. An example of this type of activism is the Nike sweatshop
campaigns of the 1990s.118 Recognizing that Nike was contracting out to sweatshops and yet
consumers would still buy Nike shoes, these campaigns focused on pushing the company to
move to more ethical labor practices rather than boycotting its products outright. The campaign
included both precise asks for changes in working conditions and for ongoing monitoring to
ensure changes were maintained in factories on the ground. Campaigns of this nature have
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become a regular part of consumer activism and are increasingly taken seriously by companies
seeking to maintain a good reputation with the public.119
The ubiquity and near-monopoly status of companies like Facebook, Google, and Amazon make
them good candidates for this kind of consumer pressure. Many people want to or have to use
the products these companies offer, but they also want to trust that these companies are acting
responsibly. There is evidence that there is already a strong consumer protest movement: A
2019 study from researchers at Mozilla and Northwestern found that a surprisingly large
number of web users (30% of respondents) have intentionally changed their use of a product
from the five major tech companies in protest of the company’s actions.120 Direct consumer
campaigns with precise asks for product changes is one way to pressure companies to change
their practices.
The #DeleteFacebook campaign that followed the Cambridge Analytica scandal was in some
regards an example of this kind of campaign emerging in the consumer internet space. The goal
of the campaign was to get people to either stop using Facebook or to use it in a different way.
A 2018 Pew study121 found that up to 74% of American Facebook users adjusted their privacy
settings, took a break from the site, or deactivated their accounts after the Cambridge Analytica
scandal. 24% deleted the Facebook app from their phones altogether. While the
#DeleteFacebook campaign may have influenced these choices, such actions don’t seem to
have impacted Facebook’s bottom line nor did they trigger substantive changes to the
company’s privacy practices.
A closer corollary to the Nike campaigns might be efforts to get YouTube to stop amplifying
misinformation and other harmful content. While investigating the misinformation ecosystem in
2018, researchers discovered that YouTube’s recommendation algorithm was heavily
promoting misleading and sensational videos on topics like vaccinations, climate change, and
white supremacy. The algorithm was designed to optimize for “user engagement” signals like
watch time, which means that users were prompted to keep watching videos (with ads) for
long periods of time.122 Researchers, journalists, and nonprofits like Mozilla called on YouTube
to make changes to address this problem, which they eventually began to do in early 2019.123
As journalists questioned the efficacy of these changes,124 Mozilla continued putting pressure
on Google and ran public campaigns pushing YouTube for greater transparency that would
allow researchers to audit its recommendation algorithm.
After an investigation of GoodRx revealed that the drug discount company was sending
customer data to 20 third-party companies, Consumer Reports rolled out a public campaign to
pressure the company to change its privacy practices. The campaign succeeded: GoodRx
stopped sending data about customers’ prescriptions to third parties like Facebook, and is now
rolling out new privacy tools for consumers.125
The idea of using direct consumer pressure to push tech platforms for more trustworthy AI and
data practices is promising. It offers a way to call for rapid and specific changes to the way
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services are implemented — something could take years through lawmaking. However, this
technique is nascent and has only had limited impact. It would seem that the key ingredient for
a successful consumer-focused campaign in the US would be to link it with direct complaints to
a federal regulator, as was the case in 2019 when consumer groups called on the FTC to
investigate Facebook for knowingly deceiving children.126
In any case, such efforts demonstrate that meaningful consumer pressure campaigns can be a
marathon that requires continuous and sustained effort. Much more work — and broader
collaboration — is needed in this area to see how it can contribute to the development of
trustworthy AI.

3.4.

A growing number of civil society actors are promoting trustworthy AI
as a key part of their work.

Over the last 25 years, a number of public interest organizations have emerged to promote
digital rights and a healthy internet. Many of these organizations focus on data protection and
AI in recent years. As experts on technology’s impact on society, these organizations have the
potential to play a significant role in advancing trustworthy AI. However, as a nascent field, it is
unlikely that these organizations will be successful alone. They will need to form alliances with
more established organizations from other fields if they are to drive the kinds of changes we
need.
The field of digital rights and internet health includes organizations like the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, Privacy International, European Digital Rights, Access Now and, of course, Mozilla.
Most of these organizations have taken positions on AI. For example, Access Now issued a
series of reports in 2018 arguing that we need to enhance data protections and create special
safeguards for the use of AI by both governments and companies.127 And Privacy International
has taken the position that “there is a real risk that the use of new tools by states or
corporations will have a negative impact on human rights.”128 While not specifically dedicated
to advancing trustworthy AI, organizations like these bring established constituencies of
technically minded activists and citizens. They offer a solid foundation for building public
interest momentum around data protection and other AI-specific challenges.
A new crop of AI-focused public interest organizations has also emerged. This includes
research organizations like AI Now Institute in the US and AlgorithmWatch in Germany. AI
Now has played a central role in defining the public interest debate in the US on issues like bias
and discrimination in AI and tech worker organizing. AlgorithmWatch conducts technical
research into algorithms, including an investigation into the use of AI in Germany’s credit
scoring. These new organizations bring valuable expertise to the field, shaping the overall
debate and advising governments on AI.
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This increased focus on AI’s impact on society is a step forward — it has already resulted in
governments and companies taking these issues seriously. However, it is likely that more
established nonprofits will be needed in this space if we want to generate the research,
pressure, and political will needed to pressure governments and companies to act.
One promising development is the increased focus on privacy, data, and AI in traditional
consumer rights groups. For example, Consumer Reports — a US organization with a long
history protecting and informing consumers on everything from food safety to seat belts to
finance protections — launched its Digital Lab in 2019 to build consumer power in the digital
economy.129 Consumers International, a collection of 250 consumer groups in 120 countries130
has begun an effort to arm its members with research and campaign materials related to
responsible AI. With large constituencies and deep connections into the consumer protection
divisions of governments, these organizations have the potential to be powerful allies to
dedicated digital rights and internet health organizations.
Another promising development is increased interest by civil and human rights organizations in
the ways in which AI will impact the communities they serve. For example, the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) is asking the critical question of whether AI is making us less free131 and
Color of Change ran a campaign pushing Facebook for a civil rights audit.132 We are also
starting to see digital rights groups and more traditional organizations work together to find
common interest around AI issues. In 2018, Access Now and Amnesty International led a
coalition of public interest organizations to develop the Toronto Declaration, a call for equality
and non-discrimination in the age of AI.133 As organizations like these turn their attention to AI,
there is a chance to both deepen thinking on the human and societal impacts of tech and to
engage new constituencies on these issues.
The good news is that a strong civil society movement is emerging to rally around issues like
privacy, data protection, and trustworthy AI. However, we still need to develop strong alliances
between digital rights organizations and more traditional, established social justice
organizations. AI is transforming the nature of discrimination and marginalization in society.
While the digital rights space has technical expertise, it often lacks existing relationships with
the communities that are most impacted, while those organizations that do have these
relationships — such as human rights organizations, refugee organizations, or other groups
working on racial justice, criminal justice, and poverty — lack the technical expertise.
From enshrining civil rights to getting seatbelts in cars to protecting rainforests, civil society
organizations play a central role in pushing governments and companies to protect our
common interests. Building alliances between digital rights groups and groups from other
public interest sectors is likely the most effective way to meet this need.

4.

Creating regulations and incentives
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Goal: New and existing laws are used to make the AI ecosystem more trustworthy.
The development of new technologies is outpacing regulation in many countries. This means
that new AI products and systems are being tested out on millions of people without effective
government oversight or governance. At the same time, many lawmakers are eager to enact
new regulations to limit the power of tech companies. But questions remain as to whether or
not those laws are technically grounded and effectively address the problems at hand.
To improve the trustworthy AI landscape, we will need policymakers to adopt a clear, socially
and technically grounded vision for regulating AI. We will also need lawmakers to ensure that
baseline consumer and privacy protections serve as a cornerstone of any AI regulatory regime.
Policymakers will need to enforce or update existing laws and enact new ones in order to meet
the rising challenges.
One note: We have intentionally chosen to focus on Europe’s regulatory landscape as a model
for what positive change might look like. This is because some of the most interesting
developments in data protections and governance are happening in Europe, and we consider
the EU approach to regulating AI to be the most mature and promising. Its lawmaking could
serve as a model for other countries that produce AI technologies. However, questions remain
as to whether the EU model can and should be the model for other countries around the world,
especially since AI expertise is unevenly distributed globally. Do countries that are not
producing AI but are still using it need different sets of rules? Do developing economies have
the resources to enforce rules? Given the global focus of Mozilla’s work, we will need to address
these questions as we continue to develop this body of work. We invite global partners to
contribute by surfacing positive models and examples from their countries of what effective AI
governance should look like.
With this framing in mind, we believe that we should pursue the following short-term
outcomes:

4.1.

Governments develop the vision, skills, and capacities needed to
effectively regulate AI, relying on both new and existing laws.

Skills and capabilities
Most lawmakers do not have the skills and resources they need to craft effective policy on AI or
big tech in general. Adding to the problem, civil society organizations don’t always have the
technical capacity to do informed research on AI, limiting their ability to advise governments on
key issues. The result is that policy debates related to AI and data are typically dominated by
experts and lobbyists from big technology companies.
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Some policymakers are hiring technologists to inform and shape tech policy, but they have
limited budgets and may prioritize hiring staffers with other expertise over those with technical
expertise.134 A report commissioned by Ford Foundation and other members of the NetGain
partnership on the flow of tech talent into public sector jobs135 finds that it is difficult to
convince technologists to switch careers to join government offices because they cannot offer
comparable salaries and benefits.
Without staff who have technical expertise and can navigate the nuances of tech policy, AI
policymaking risks being tilted in favor of industry voices. Tech companies have a
disproportionate amount of power over how policy is made in countries like the US, and many
of them promote the narrative that all AI is “inscrutable.” Different types of algorithms offer
different levels of transparency, and not every algorithm is a “black box.” However, tech
companies often use “the cultural logic of the ‘complicated inscrutable’ technology...to justify
the close involvement of the AI industry in policy-making and regulation.”136 Industry players
involved in policymaking are the same group pushing for more invasive data collection.
Policymakers are strengthening their capacity by working with more technologists. Some
governments are developing AI-specific centers of expertise, such as the UK’s Office for
Artificial Intelligence.137 Other governments have created departments like the US Digital
Service138 that enlist technologists to support the development of civic technologies and tools.
Technologists in digital service centers could help advise policymakers on key tech and AI
issues. An emerging field of “public interest tech”139 — supported by nonprofits like Mozilla,
New America, and Ford Foundation — has also enabled technologists to influence tech policy
decisions through fellowships like TechCongress, which places tech experts in a one-year
fellowship with members of the US Congress or Congressional Committees.140 These programs
aim to bridge the knowledge gap by temporarily offering much-needed tech expertise to
congressional offices.141
There’s evidence that policymakers are listening to technologists from civil society. But
nonprofits don’t always have the technical capacity and they are often up against tech lobbyists
and experts representing the interests of big tech companies. In its work on political advertising
and the 2019 EU elections, the EU Commission put pressure on platforms like Facebook,
Google, and Twitter to be more transparent about political advertising, aided by the technical
expertise of not for profits like Mozilla.142 When those companies failed to meet their
commitments to the EU Code of Practice on Disinformation,143 Mozilla helped the EU
Commission understand why144 and worked with researchers to make product
recommendations.145 As policymakers get up to speed on these issues, we need to ensure that
nonprofits with technical expertise are part of the conversation.
Policymakers know that they need tech expertise and are making strides by working with
technologists. But there is still more that needs to be done. Areas to invest in the coming years
include expanding cross-disciplinary university programs that combine public policy and tech,
and growing the number of research institutions with a focus on AI. In addition, governments
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should continue to invest in the creation of technology centers of expertise that can be used
across departments and ministries. Steps like these will help policymakers develop the skills
and capacity they need to more effectively regulate AI.

Vision
Many governments are working toward building more effective regulatory regimes, starting
with the first step of articulating that vision. While the growing momentum in this area is
promising, many questions remain about whether emerging policy visions will both address the
intertwined challenges like bias, privacy, and the centralization of control in AI and provide a
practical approach that can be put into action.
At the highest level, governments and countries are working together to develop global
governance frameworks for AI. In 2019, 42 countries took a critical step when they came
together to endorse a global governance framework on AI, the OECD AI Principles.146
Subsequently, the G20 adopted a set of global AI Principles, largely based on the OECD
framework. The G20 principles affirm that companies building AI must be fair and accountable,
their decision-making should be transparent, and they must respect values like equality,
privacy, diversity, and international labor rights.147 While frameworks like these are promising
first steps, we are still far from a global consensus on what governance should look like in
practice.
At the same time, countries are putting together their own governance frameworks to shape
policymaking. In the EU, trailblazing privacy regulations like the GDPR have already
transformed how companies work with user data to build AI, and member states will continue
enforcing those laws. In a 2020 white paper,148 the European Commission lays out its vision for
governing AI, recommending that companies be required to provide documentation that
datasets are statistically fair and unbiased, documentation describing how the AI was
developed and trained, and enable greater government oversight. The EU is focused on a
risk-based approach to regulation, which would target “high risk” areas that have the greatest
potential for harm, such as healthcare, immigration, or employment.
Compared to other countries’ frameworks, the EU’s vision for trustworthy AI is the most
mature. It suggests that there's no one-size-fits-all approach to regulating AI, and that extra
safeguards are needed for deploying and using AI in 'high risk' situations. However, ‘risk’ in this
approach is defined as ‘risk to an individual’, which excludes a whole category of AI applications
that pose major collective risks. While the EU covers these risks in separate pieces of
legislation, other countries should contemplate imposing transparency, documentation, and
auditability requirements on 'high risk' AI-applications that have an impact on our broader
democratic processes and institutions.
In total, over 60 countries have articulated their own visions for AI.149 In the US, the White
House announced the American AI Initiative, which focuses on driving technological innovation
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and standards to protect a competitive edge on AI. However, regulations in the US have largely
failed to keep pace with innovation, with American companies capitalizing on self-regulation. In
2019, the Algorithmic Accountability Act was introduced, which aims to boost federal oversight
of data privacy and AI. In the UK, the Lords Select Committee put together a 2017 report150
suggesting five overarching principles for an AI code that reinforce data rights, transparency,
and social good. China has also published principles for governing “responsible AI”151 in 2019,
with a focus on human well-being, fairness, inclusivity, and safety. Australia laid out eight AI
Ethics Principles152 that are voluntary and aspirational, intended to complement any AI
regulations. In 2020, Singapore launched an updated version of its Model AI Governance
Framework,153 which lays out the government’s mature vision for using data and AI responsibly.
As governments develop the skills and capacity they need to catch up with current AI
innovations, they will be able to prescribe more technically grounded and effective visions for
governing AI. As they do this, it will be important to look holistically at AI, including its role in
internet technologies that shape the lives of most of their citizens. It will also be important that
their regulations incent companies that come up with trustworthy approaches to AI. Some
governments are much further along in this process than others, however, and we still have yet
to reach a global consensus on AI governance.

4.2.

Progress toward trustworthy AI is made through wider enforcement of
existing laws like the GDPR.

Policy tends to lag behind innovation, and the AI landscape is changing rapidly year to year.
Given the scope of the risks and challenges posed by AI, designing a regulatory regime that can
address all of these issues may feel daunting. The good news is that policymakers are not
starting from scratch: Existing laws and regulations that protect data rights can be wielded in a
meaningful way to address many of the challenges outlined in this paper.
The GDPR, which came into effect in 2018, is a prime example of an existing regulatory
framework that can be used to address issues surrounding AI. For example, the GDPR has
been used to pressure companies into taking data security seriously: Massive fines have been
levied against British Airways and Marriott for their data breaches, although they have since
been reduced to very low amounts on appeal.154 The GDPR has been used to tackle the
surveillance economy and rampant data collection that powers AI. In 2019, Google was fined
€50 million for not disclosing to its users how data is collected across its various services for
the purpose of serving them personalized ads. The penalty was the largest GDPR fine to
date.155 Growing enforcement of the GDPR in areas like these has a downstream effect of
making the AI developed by these companies more privacy-friendly and trustworthy.
There are also sections of the GDPR that relate more directly to AI, but they have not yet been
applied and tested. For instance, Article 22156 of the GDPR, “Automated individual
decision-making, including profiling,” says that decisions made without any human intervention
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cannot be used to make choices that could have a “significant impact” on an individual. This
means that an algorithm can’t be used to automatically decide, say, whether someone is eligible
to qualify for a loan. In addition, the GDPR does not explicitly say that citizens have a “right to
explanation,” but according to Article 22 people do have a right to obtain “meaningful
information about the logic involved”157 in an automated decision that could have legal or
significant impact. This means if someone’s loan application is rejected by a bank’s software,
the bank may be required to provide general information about the input data used by the
algorithm, or the parameters set in the algorithm.158
According to the European Data Protection Board’s interpretation of the law159, the GDPR
covers the creation of and use of most algorithms. GDPR provisions that may apply to AI
include: the requirement that processing be fair,160 the principle of data minimization,161 and
data protection impact assessments.162 Fair processing might require companies to “consider
the likely impact of their use of AI on individuals and continuously reassess it.” However, it
might be impossible for a company to identify AI bias or perform impact assessments if that AI
system is not sufficiently transparent.
Privacy regulations aren’t the only laws that can be applied to the tech landscape in order to
strengthen safe innovation in AI. Antitrust laws could be applied to help spur competition and
innovation in AI. Currently the market for AI is less competitive and innovative because only a
handful of tech companies dominate. Moreover, AI can accelerate the dominance of the few:
Big tech companies have greater access to data, which allows them to develop better AI, which
then allows them to collect even more data.
In the EU, authorities have not shied from imposing fines on big tech companies based on
competition law. Google was fined €1.5 billion for antitrust violations in the online ad market in
2019. Authorities say Google was imposing unfair terms on companies that used its search bar
on their websites in Europe.163 Recently, a renewed interest in antitrust laws among legal
scholars and regulators alike has presented an opportunity to strengthen competition policy.
Privacy protection laws like the GDPR are being adopted around the world, with Kenya and
California passing similar laws in 2019. At the same time, the countries that pass such laws
often do not have independent and sufficiently resourced regulators to enforce them effectively.
There is an opportunity to use these trends to drive a trustworthy AI agenda, but only if both
government and civic actors take a proactive role. Organizations like the Digital Freedom Fund,
a European impact litigation organization, or the ACLU in the US, could play a role in bringing
forward relevant cases under data protection laws. Alternatively, data co-ops could form to
collectively represent millions of people under a single umbrella, providing both a way to
enforce data rights en masse. If we can make it happen, then aggressive, creative, and
technically grounded enforcement of existing laws could be a way to move towards
trustworthy AI.
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4.3.

Regulators have access to the data and expertise they need to
scrutinize the trustworthiness of AI in consumer products and
services.

As we’ve seen, privacy laws like the GDPR address many of the concerns people have around
how companies are collecting and processing data. But such privacy regulations do not
specifically describe how companies should make their AI more transparent and accountable to
third parties, nor is such oversight mandated by law (yet). In order to mitigate potential harm,
we will need to explore what kind of transparency should be required by regulators in order to
audit AI systems.
One way to increase understanding of an AI system is through blunt transparency — sharing
the algorithm’s source code. Complete transparency has a number of limitations, however, as it
often ignores systems of power, runs the risk of obscuring itself further by overwhelming
people with too much information, and can promote a false sense of knowledge.164 Calls for
transparency often fall short unless paired with clear explanation and documentation mandates,
along with clear mechanisms ensuring that this information will be used to hold the system
accountable by different stakeholders.
Some companies regularly audit their own AI systems to ensure accuracy and flag potential
risks, but thus far self-regulation has largely failed to mitigate harm. Under pressure from
regulators, companies are now starting to build AI systems in a way that makes them easier to
audit by third parties, such as researchers or government agencies. According to the EU’s 2020
AI White Paper,165 transparency in this context could mean many things: from opening up the
training data of an algorithm, to documentation of a system’s robustness or accuracy, to more
detailed record-keeping on the training methods and normative decisions made to build the AI
system.
Depending on the context, companies may be compelled to release information about a model’s
training data. Such information may include how the data was obtained, a description of why a
particular dataset was selected, proof that the data meets safety standards, is sufficiently broad
and unbiased, and personal data is protected. Companies may also be compelled to release
detailed documentation about how the AI was designed, programmed, and deployed. Such
documentation could include records on the programming of the AI: what traits or values the
model was optimizing for, or what the weights were for each parameter at the outset.
Documentation may also include records on the training methodologies, processes, and
techniques used to build, test, and validate the AI systems.166 It is important that documentation
include explanations for why a dataset or method was selected — normative explanations are
critical pieces of information regulators need to understand the AI development workflow.167
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In some contexts, companies or platforms may be compelled to develop data archives or public
APIs that researchers, journalists, and other watchdogs can use to study patterns of
discrimination or harm. Previously in this paper, we talked about how platforms like Facebook,
Twitter, and Google have developed open political ad libraries that provide detailed information
about the advertisements appearing on its platform, a first step towards empowering third
parties to audit the platforms. However, when Mozilla assessed Facebook’s Ad API ahead of
the 2019 EU elections, researchers told us that the API did not allow them to download
machine-readable data in bulk, nor was the data comprehensive and up-to-date.168 Such
companies should provide clear, accurate, and meaningful information to researchers and
governments about its use of AI, and should be held accountable by policymakers and third
party auditors.
Much more work needs to be done to determine what effective transparency and oversight
looks like for AI, and what kind of data different stakeholders will need for effective audits.
Transparency is not an end in itself, but it is a crucial prerequisite for meaningful accountability
of AI systems. Developers will need to build AI in a way that makes it easier to audit, and
people and governments will need to put pressure on companies to provide the data required
for audit. We want to see enhanced levels of transparency across the board for companies
building AI: transparency in terms of detailed documentation, information about the source
code and training data, normative explanations of how the system was built, and the release of
data archives and libraries that help researchers study AI systems and governments hold them
accountable. This is an area in which greater standardization and rulemaking is needed.

4.4.

Governments develop programs to invest in and incent trustworthy AI.

As governments hone their vision of how to regulate AI, many recognize the need for policies
and programs that boost investment in research and startups in this area. They are also looking
for ways to use procurement guidelines to ensure governments use trustworthy AI and
encourage the growth of responsible businesses. Investment and procurement both offer
governments a way to proactively build up industry segments that reflect the values in their AI
vision, a move that is just as important as regulating AI.
One way governments are investing in the trustworthy AI ecosystem is by developing an
industrial policy that matches their policy goals and vision for AI. In 2018, the European
Commission announced that it would boost its investment in AI to €1.5 billion by 2020 in order
to keep pace with Asia and the US169 and the German government announced it had set aside
€3 billion for AI R&D.170 More recently, new proposals from the Commission suggest that
Europe may increase its investment in AI to over €20 billion and is seeking to create a single
European market for data.171 In the US, where private investment in AI is already high, the
White House issued an Executive Order encouraging AI investment but no clear plan. China’s
government, on the other hand, is investing heavily in AI: The government’s VC fund is planning
to invest more than $30 billion in AI within state-owned companies. One Chinese state is
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investing $5 billion in AI tech and another major city, Tianjin, is investing $16 billion in its local
AI industry.172
Another way governments support trustworthy AI is by developing a procurement strategy that
matches their strategic vision for AI. So far, the software used by government agencies has not
always demonstrated the level of transparency and accountability we might expect from any
public use of technology. City governments and government agencies are not able to properly
assess the AI-enabled systems they want to procure, which has led them to invest in or buy “AI
snake oil.”173 Because there are no clear rules about public oversight of tech vendor contracts,
government agencies may procure and use tech that could impact millions of people without
ever needing to notify the public.
Some governments have taken steps to create guidelines for government agency procurement
of AI-powered tech. In the UK, the government published a “Guide to using AI in the Public
Sector”174 based on its Data Ethics Framework175 to enable public agencies to adopt AI systems
in a way that benefits society. These procurement guidelines aim to empower government
agencies to buy trustworthy AI by helping them evaluate suppliers and establish rules for
transparency. Recommendations include developing a strategy for addressing the limitations of
training data and focusing on accountability and transparency throughout procurement.
In the US, New York City established the Automated Decision Systems (ADS) Task Force in
2018 to set up a process for reviewing the use of algorithms by city agencies. AI Now Institute
developed a practical framework for city procurement of AI technologies in the form of
Algorithmic Impact Assessments176 that recommends that cities inform the public of any
proposed procurement, conduct internal agency self-assessments to make sure the agency has
the capacity to assess fairness and disparate impact, and give researchers and auditors
meaningful access to the AI system once it’s deployed.
On a more global scale, the Cities Coalition for Digital Rights, a coalition of 39 cities in the EU
and the US, are taking steps to ensure that cities use technology in an open and transparent
way. In its declaration177, the coalition affirms several broad principles including the
transparency, accountability, and non-discrimination of algorithms. This means that the public
“should have access to understandable and accurate information about the technological,
algorithmic, and artificial intelligence systems that impact their lives,” and they should be able
to “question and change unfair, biased or discriminatory systems.” In the future, this coalition
may serve as a testing ground for enacting better procurement standards and rules.
As we’ve illustrated, governments are in the process of developing their own procurement
guidelines for AI, but these guidelines have largely not been implemented yet. One way to
operationalize these guidelines is for government agencies to adopt them directly into the terms
and conditions of procurement contracts. For instance, such contracts might require any
AI-powered software to meet a gold standard in terms of transparency, auditability, and
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fairness. They may also include rules for public notice and review of the technology. In this way,
government agencies and cities can use their buying power to support trustworthy AI products.
This is an area in which governments are least developed and could be a major opportunity for
growth. Governments should seek to align their visions and framework for trustworthy AI with
their industrial investment and tech procurement policies, thus creating incentives for better
technologies and companies to emerge to meet rising demand.

VI.

Conclusion

The work required to shift from centralized, privacy-invading AI to an era of trustworthy AI that
respects people can seem daunting, but it is essential. Fortunately, we know that this kind of
shift is feasible. Two decades ago, a broad coalition of people succeeded at shifting personal
and business computing away from a platform tightly controlled by one company and towards
a more open, decentralized internet.
Several points in this paper can be distilled down to a few big takeaways. We need to
transition from discussion to action on trustworthy AI. We need to mobilize not just engineers
and regulators, but also everyday people, investors, and entrepreneurs. We need to make it
easy and desirable for people to switch to services that are truly trustworthy, ensuring that
companies aren’t just “trust washing.” Finally, we need to focus on not just the individual harms
of AI, but also the collective harms — how these systems intersect with society at large.
Obviously, Mozilla (or any single entity) can’t do all this alone. Driving this kind of watershed
change requires that we both work collaboratively with a large movement of others, and pick
specific areas where we think we can make a difference. This is exactly what Mozilla has
decided to do as part of its commitment to promote trustworthy AI.
One of the specific areas that Mozilla will develop is new approaches to data governance. This
includes an initiative to network and fund people around the world who are prototyping
collective data governance models like data trusts and data co-ops. It also includes our own
efforts to build useful AI building blocks that can be used and improved by anyone, starting
with our own open-source text-to-speech efforts such as DeepSpeech178 and Common Voice
data commons.179 There is a great deal of technical, legal and regulatory work ahead of us in
these areas. However, we believe that new models of data governance have the potential to be
as transformative in the next quarter century as open source software was in the last. If these
new models can work at scale, they have the potential to shift the power balance, putting users
and small developers on a much more level playing field with the big tech companies.
Mobilizing people is another area where Mozilla believes that it can make a difference. This
includes continued efforts to provide people with information they can use everyday to
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understand and assess the products and services they are using, as we have done with our
annual *Privacy Not Included Guide.180 It also includes organizing people who want to push on
companies to make specific changes to their products and services, building on campaigns
we’ve run around Facebook, YouTube, Amazon, Venmo, Zoom, and others over recent years.
Our hope is that this approach can at once complement the messages of more strident digital
rights organizations and give tech companies real input that they can act on.
Ultimately, the most important spot Mozilla can pitch in is to demonstrate what trustworthy AI
products and services look like in action. Mozilla has included AI and data sovereignty as
themes in a new set of product innovation programs that it is developing through the course of
2020. The goal of this effort is to find and grow internet technologies that have the potential to
improve the dynamics of life online — bringing the values of the Mozilla Manifesto to the kinds
of digital products and services that will shape our lives over the next 20 years.
As noted earlier, the particular spots that Mozilla chooses to focus on can only be a small part of
shifting from the current era of AI to one that is more trustworthy.
A significant portion of the investment that Mozilla will make in trustworthy AI will be about
growing the movement of people working on these issues — something we’ve already been
doing for a number of years. This includes identifying diverse stakeholders who share our
vision, and then giving those people and projects the resources they need to grow. Through
Mozilla’s Fellowships and Awards work, we’re already collaborating with data scientists in
Nairobi, AI policy analysts in Brussels, online advertising watchdogs in London, privacy activists
in São Paulo, and dozens of others. We will use these funding programs, as well as our annual
Mozilla Festival, to help grow and connect the movement of people around the world working
on topics related to trustworthy AI.
Importantly, this work will also include efforts to collaborate with organizations and movements
not traditionally focused on issues like internet health. We’ve already moved in this direction,
collaborating with organizations like Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth on our efforts to push
Facebook towards better political ad transparency in the 2019 EU elections. This will continue
with future efforts to collaborate with the consumer movement around the world and human
rights organizations in the Global South in future campaigning efforts. At the same time, we will
aim to build bridges between our trustworthy AI work and the mainstream tech sector.
As we’ve noted above, moving towards trustworthy AI will require a major shift in the norms
that underpin our current computing environment and society. That is a huge change, but it is
possible. It happened before with the shift from Windows to the web, and there are signs that
it is already starting to happen again.
In recent years, online privacy has evolved from a niche issue to one routinely on the nightly
news and newspapers’ front pages. Now, as a result, many developers build encryption into
their products as a matter of course, and value-oriented applications like Signal and various
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VPNs are popular. Landmark data protection legislation has passed in Europe, Brazil, California,
and elsewhere around the world, and people are increasingly saying that they want companies
to treat them and their data with more care and respect. All of these trends bode well for the
kind of shift that we believe needs to happen. With a focused, movement-based approach, we
can make trustworthy AI a reality.
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Appendix A
What follows below is a full size version of Mozilla's AI Theory of Change. This theory of
change seeks to enable Mozilla and our allies to take both coordinated and decentralized action
in a shared direction, towards collective impact on trustworthy AI.
You can find it, and other supporting strategy documents regularly updated and maintained on
the Mozilla AI wiki: h
 ttps://wiki.mozilla.org/Foundation/AI
In particular, this theory of change seeks to define:
●
●
●

Tangible changes in the world we and others will pursue (aka long term outcomes)
Strategies that we and others might use to pursue these outcomes
Results we will hold ourselves accountable to

Mozilla will both measure itself — and map the work of collaborators and others — against this
theory of change over coming years. This will give us a way to track our progress towards
trustworthy AI.
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